Community Woodwaklreceives Lovejoy Award Professors
discusses
share stories
bias on Hill
in newseries
_ _ _ _^_™_

By SAVANNAHJUDGE

By GRIFFIN METTO
NEWS STAFF

In recent weeks, especially as a
result of the celebration of Halloween, the College's Office of Campus Life has dealt with a number
of allegations of bias on the Hill.
Associate Dean of Students
and Director of the Pugh Center
Tashia Bradley invited students
and staff to discuss the bias incidents on campus and to share
feelings about how to deal with
these incidents in the future.
Bradley expressed her approval
that so many "people who are interested in how we engage and
learn together"were able to attend
this event on Nov. 7 in the Pugh
Center. She explained that the Bias
Incident Prevention and Response
team (BIPR), which consists of
faculty, staffand students, was created last spring to address reports
of bias on the College campus and
to resolve them appropriately.
Bradley said the team has seen
a number of cases so far this year,
calling the incidents "a realistic indicator" of problems at the
College. Bradley said that she
hopes this is not an indication of
an increase in bias incidents, but
instead an indication of students'
willingness to report incidents
that occur to the BIPR committee.
Associate Dean of Students
and Director of Campus Life Jed
Wartman acknowledged that the
Halloween incidents gPere the
trigger Tor the bias^&ussfon, *
but added that events that relate
to homophobic graffiti, the Colby Christian Fellowship (CCF)
incident and other reports all
played a part in the decision to
call for the discussion.
Wartman described the threestep process used by the committee to respondto bias incidents, the
first of which is to reach out to the
person reporting the incident and
"check in with them on an individual level," he said. Step two is the
community response, intended to
get the College involved and make
community members aware of the
incident. The final step is the committee's discipline response and
report in which it assesses the incident and decides how to proceed.
Bradley's event is an example
of the BIPR team's attempts to get
community members involved
and to take them through the process of dealing with the bias problem without assuming ill-will or
See BIPR, Page 3
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What do professors think
about outside of class? This is
one question that Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life Kurt
Nelson and his intern Osman
Bah ' 16 hope to answer through
a new program called "What
Matters to Me and Why."
According to Bah, "The
purpose of this program is basically to have casual, meaningful, thoughtful discussions
with our professors. We want to
know what 's going on with our
professors [and] what they 're
thinking when they are not in
class....This is an opportunity to have that discussion, to
know what 's important to them
and why."
Nelson got the idea for the
program from Dartmouth ColWEIMING HlWKVTHE COLBY ECHO
lege, where he worked before
Celebratedjournalist Bob Woodward gave a speech after receiving the Lovejoy Awardfor courgaeous and investigativereporting on Sunday, Nov. 11.
coming to the Hill. "I ran this
's
then-President of the Col- for the College history as a government transparency and program at Dartmouth for the
By ESTHER KING
last few years and it runs on
lege J. Seelye Bixler , who whole , Adams explained. This historical accuracy.
FEATURES EDITOR
"I have followed [Wood- a number of campuses.!..Stuproposed that the Lovejoy academic year is the 175th
Award be given annually to anniversary
of
Lovejoy 's ward's] work for decades ," dents always, across the board
"Time and time again , I've a distinguished journalist death defending the right to said Mike Pride , editor on all campuses, sort of yearn
had the experience where I* ve in recognition of his or her free speech, the 60th year of emeritus and columnist for for a little bit more understandnever had to do a brave thing," professional excellence in the College's Lovejoy Award the Concord Monitor, who is ing of...what makes their faculBob Woodward said. "I've the Held.
and the 200th year since the a member of the Lovejoy Se- ty tick and what they 're personlection Committee. "Wood- ally connected with and what
just had institutional support
"It is not difficult to draw founding of the College.
in a way that 's extraordinary, the line from Elijah ParThe series of stories ward transformed what he inspires them."
and it persists."
ish Lovejoy to a young Bob Woodward and his colleague learned from that early sucThe first event featured ReliWoodward,
Washington Woodward," College Presi- Carl Bernstein wrote for The cess into a long career of gious Studies Department Chair
Post
associate
dent
William Washington Post , between digging into- things at the and Crawford Family Professor
.editor .and the
"Bro"
Adams 1972 and 1974 forced
Presi- highest level of government of Religion Nikky Singh.
¦
•
said in his intro- dent
Richard
After brief introductions,
£**r and seeking—
College 's 60th
ji •
and often find- Singh began by talking about
ductory speech. Nixon to resign
annual
Elijah
ing—the truth the meaning of the word "meanWoodward faced in disgrace , a
Parish Lovejoy
that even presi- ing" in her own life.
danger,
cor- m o n u m e n t a l
Award for couruption and in- and
unprecedents
wanted
"Life is just so fragmented;
rageous journaltimidation as a dented moment
hidden. "
we are busy from here to there
ism, hi ghlighted
young reporter in
American
In his
ad- [with assignments], and just to
the importance
and "did not history and in
dress .
Wood- take a few minutes...requires
of institutional
journalism.
ward chose not solitude. That requires really
flinch. "
support for free"Even
meaBut, as Presito dwell on the facing the self. And that's the
dom of the press
sured against the dent Adams notparticular dan- hardest thing to do...Many of
and the true
high standards of ed,
Woodward
gers he faced the things we are doing, it's for
sources of courduring his ca- others; it's for the peer presthe past, tonight was not just "a
age in investigareer.
Instead , sure, it's what we are expected
is extraordinary," flash in the metive journalism.
Adams said.
dia pan."
he shared, with [to do], from our parents, from
The
notorious
In 2002, he
the
audience our society, from our culture,"
The ceremony
combination of
celebrated
the won the Pulitzer
a moment of Singh said.
confidence and
"epiphany" that
40th anniversary Prize for NaSingh talked briefly about
skepticism thatof what Adams tional Reporting for his cov- recently prompted him to re- growing up in India and how
led Woodward to uncover the said 1989 Lovejoy Fellow erage of the 9/11 attacks, and gard the idea of courageous she moved to the United States
Watergate scandal was evident Eugene Roberts has called he has since published more journalism in a new li ght.
at age 14 to attend prep school
in the wit and humility with "maybe the single greatest re- best-selling works of nonA few weeks ago, Woodward in Pennsylvania.
which he addressed the audi- porting effort of all time" and fiction than any other con- said, he met with a group of 200
Singh spoke enthusiastience in his address at the Col- recognized Woodward for a temporary writer. He has re- distinguished journalists and cally about her four years
lege 's Lovejoy Convocation sustained dedication to truth ported on the Supreme Court, members of the Edward R. Mur- completing her undergraduSunday, Nov. 11.
and honesty throughout his the CIA , the 9/11 attacks , the row fellowship program from ate degree at Wellesley ColThe Elijah Parish Lovejoy 40-year career.
first Gulf War and Presidents all over the world. He spoke lege, which she called "the
Award was first instituted
The date of the convocation Clinton , Bush and Obama in
See WOODWARD, Page 4
at the College in 1952 by also marked a special time a continued effort to promote
See MATTERS, Page 3
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This
academic
year is the
175th
anniversary
of Lovejoy's.
death
defending the
right to free
speech.

In his
address,
Woodward
chose not to
dwell on the
particular
dangers he
faced during
his career.

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAF ENJOY ANNUAL FOOD FESTIVAL

- .
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Foss Dining Hall hosted this year s' International Food Festival on Sunday, Nov. 11. Countries represented included China, Brazil, Albania and others.
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"Stories of
Sharing Mental Health Narratives Colby
Multi-Faith
By GRIFFIN METTO
NEWS STAFF

Students at the College and
at other schools throughout the
country struggle with anxiety,depression and other mental health
disorders. As Active Minds President Emily Barr *13 told the audience at the Mental Health Narratives, "I hope you all learn that
whatever you are struggling with,
you are not alone."
Student Health on Campus
(SHOC) and the College's chapter
of Active Minds—a nation-wide
organization committed to raising awareness of mental health
among students—created the
Mental Health Narratives event
to give students an anonymous
outlet to share their struggles with
the rest of the student body.
In one story, a student described a case of depression and
a resulting dependence on painkillers. The person wrote, "I felt
like there was a haze surrounding me." Instead of seeking help,
the student tried to ignore the
descent into depression until it
became unbearable, leading to
an attempted suicide.
After this failed attempt, the
student said, "[I] fell in love with
painkillers." This person eventually became dependent on them.
This continued until one day, the
student threw the pills away.
However, there was still fear
and withdrawal from the lack
of pills after disposing of them.
Nevertheless, the student reached
a place where he or she was "at
least sort of happy," although still

dealing
with
depression.
The
student
left the audience with the
sentiment that
while depression and other
mental health
disorders can
be difficult, it
is imperative to
never give up
or lose hope.
Another
student shared
a story of suffrom
fering
trichotillomania, a disorder
characterized
by the desire to
WEIM1NG HUANQ/THE COLBY ECHO
pull out and eat
one's own hair. Various studentsvolunteeredto read anonymous stories of mental health challenges at this event.
This
student
one semester," feeling too uncom- stories of their hard fought strugsaid, "I pull my hair out of my fortable to be around people.
gles with mental health problems
head every day."
While mis student has found such as eating disorders and difThe student added that the dis- ways to deal with some of the anx- ferent forms of depression. Ginorder is starting to be visible after
iety, happiness still does not come ger Brooker * 14, a SHOC member
five years of hair-pulling and is easily. Most people seem happy at who has also fought depression,
not showing many signs of get- the College, but "not everyone is shared a song on the topic which
she had written in high school.
ting better. "It 's self-harm, but I happy here," the student said.
"From the outside, no else
After all the stories were shared.
don't have control of it," the person said. As many as 2.5 million would know," another student Director of Counseling Services
Americans may have suffered wrote, referring to his or her fre- Patty Newman told attendees that
from trichotillomania at some quent anxiety and nightmares. mental disorders are hidden illpoint during their lives, making These nightmares eventually built nesses which do not receive the
the disorder a relatively rare, but into a panic attack, at which point attention they deserve. She urged
life-altering illness.
the student's parents recognized students to recognize the difficulAnother student expressed the the disorder and brought their ties that their peers go through and
hardship of dealing with social child to a psychologist. This psy- provide help and encouragement
anxiety while living at the College. chologist changed the student's Newman concluded by thank"My anxiety totally consumed life by helping him or her fight ing the writers of the anonymous
me," the student said. The student the idea that mental disorders are statements for taking courageous
said that he or she only went to the something shameful.
steps to fight their disorders by
dining hall "a total of five times
Other students shared similar sharing them with the community.

SFER gives local scholarships

founded. Roberts solicited donations from two of the College's
alumni with which Stuart had put
her in contact. She had lunch with
The College 's chapter of Stu- each of them in Portland and they
dents for Education Reform decided to donate to the cause.
(SFER) held a raffle this week as Due to her efforts, she was able
a part of its continuing fundrais- to award 10 scholarships, $100
ing efforts towards the Future of each, to third, fourth and fifthgraders from Williams ElemenMaine Scholarship Program.
Cassady Roberts '13 began this tary in Oakland, Maine.
The
following
JanPlan,
program during an independent
study in JanPlan 2011. She was an Roberts formed this initiative
intern for Executive Director and into an official program under
College Advisor of the Maine Col- SFER. "It works really well
with
SFER's
lege Circle Robert
mission," RobStuart
Accorderts said. They
ing to its website,
gave out eight
the Maine College
s c h o l a r s h i ps ,
Circle's mission is
split
between
to "help more stutwo different lodents make more of
cal schools, with
the opportunity of
the money comhigher education,
ing entirely from
with a special fostudents on the
cus on rural Maine
Hill after a series
cornmunities."
of raffles.
"Out of that
These scholarinternship,
this
ships are awardproject...evolved
ed in the form of
naturally. I knew
that I wanted to
local bank bonds
work in elementhat the recipients can access
tary
schools,
and [Stuart] told
when they turn
18. Roberts said
me this cool stat
that having this
about how by
Cassady
Roberts
fourth or fifth
money saved and
2013
waiting for them
grade a child
keeps the idea
will have made
of going to colup their decision
lege in the back
about how their
trajectory is going to be aca- of their minds. Students must apply for the scholarship by writing
demically," Roberts said.
She began fundraising for this a short essay about "where they
initiative by herself that year, want to go to college, what they
separate from SFER, because the want to do when they grow up
College's chapter had just been and what they would study in colBy DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS EDITOR

lege to accomplish that," Roberts
said. SFER members decide who
receives the scholarships based
on those essays. Over 50 students
applied for the 2012 scholarships,
and Roberts said that the selection
process is very difficult for those
who have to decide.
In addition, SFER members
visit local elementary schools to
get children excited about college.
"You just talk about college, like
what it is, what a major is, and
really focus on the major part be-

cause we found that the kids really
latch onto the idea that you can
study anything," Roberts said.
"If you can really capture kids
when they're in fourth or fifth
grade and kind of get them excited about the idea of college, it
can he really beneficial," Roberts
said. SFER is hoping to provide
10 more $100 scholarships in
2013. Anyone who wishes to get
involved with the program or donate can contact Roberts at croberts@colby.edu.

Council sponsors
dinner, discussion
By ANTHONY RAYMOND
NEWS STAFF

The
Colby
Multi-Faith
Council hosted an event titled
"Stories of Faith," put on by
the Colby Office of Religious
and Spiritual Studies. The dinner, discussion and student
panel were open to all majors
and students. Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life Kurt
Nelson led the event on Nov. 7.
The Multi-Faith Council
consists of students working
to build community across religious lines. Instituted by the
Colby Office of Religious and
Spiritual Studies, the Council
is made up of students identifying with a variety of world
religious traditions—atheists,
agnostics and anything in between. While the Council meets
weekly in Lorimer Chapel, this
event was unique.
To begin the event, Nelson
started with a quick introduction addressing the importance
of religious tolerance and
bringing people
of different faiths .
together. The student panel featuring speakers
Solon Arguello
'15,
Kelsey
Conroy * 13 and
Sarah Rockford
'15 followed the
introduction.
Each speaker
had volunteered
and
prepared
personal
testimonies regarding life experiences and their
growth with re"When
ligion.
I learned about
'Stories
of
Faith , I instinctively felt like
my story was one worth sharing, if only because in many
ways it's both unique and universal," Conroy said.
Common themes included
feeling void without a religious
presence and the growth and

Faith"

appreciation of religion during
their time on the Hill. "Coming
into college, [I] had not expected to have this transformative
faith experience," Conroy said.
A catered dinner and small
group discussion led by members of the Multi-Faith Council took place after the panel.
Discussions covered topics
ranging from the differences
between faith and spirituality
to the definition of joy and
happiness in life. "Our conversation touched on many
subjects, from speaking in
tongues, informative religious
experiences as kids and how
we can make the religious
landscape a more welcoming, inclusive place at Colby,"
Rockford said.
Many students expressed
hope for more tolerance and
acceptance of religion in academia and everyday life at the
College. "At Colby, if you simply mention the word 'God,'
people immediately become
skeptical or uncomfortable.
It's important to be able to
have substantial conversations
about faith, since religion is—
whether or not we are attuned
to it—a palpable force on campus ," Conroy said.
The event had
a
substantial
turnout with over
30 students and
faculty members
in
attendance.
Members
of
the Multi-Faith
Council encourage all to attend
and
contribute
to the College's
discussion on religion. "When we
are able to have
dialogue
and
discourse about
these aspects of
our identity, we
become a much
richer
community.
Speaking
about taith enhances our under- i
standing of each other, making |
Colby a more human and frater- 1
nal place," Conroy added:
The Council's next meeting is Nov. 14 in the Lorimer
Chapel and addresses morality
and ethics.

Many students
expressed
' hope for more
tolerance and
acceptance
of religion
in academia
and everyday
life at the
College.

Ngwane discusses rights in post-apartheid South Africa
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"If you can
really capture
kids when
they're in
fourth or fifth
grade and kind
of get them
excited about
the idea of
college, it can
be really
beneficial ."

Haverford College Associate Professor of Anthropology Zolani Ngwane gave a talk on the intersection between cultural and social rights of
post-apartheid South Africa Tuesday, Nov. 13 in the Diamond Building. He specifically focussed on relations between youths and elders.
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Conversation on bias
From BIPR , Page 1

antagonizing those causing the
bias incidents.
Bradley instructed those in
attendance to break into groups
and discuss feelings about bias
and any personal experiences
with bias incidents. This led to
productive discussions between
students and faculty about how
it can be difficult for students to
approach other students about
bias, especially in party environments. Students also showed
concern about the administration 's reporting of incidents to
the College community.
"For the Halloween-related
incident, there was a notice
which was sent out," Wartman said. However, multiple
students said that they found
that the notice, titled "Unbiased Actions : How They Affect Our Community and What
We Can Do About Them," did
not directly address any specific problem, and they did not
know what to expect from the

event. These students felt that a
targeted statement would have
been more effective in drawing
students into the conversation.
Wartman admitted that he often falls back on what is comfortable for him and that he needs
to more aggressively deal with
uncomfortable issues. Coordinator of Multicultural Student Programs and Support and Assistant
Dean of Students Joseph Atkins
said, "Bias is not about being
the language police or being politically correct....Bias is about
right and wrong." He explained
that we must deal with bias, regardless of our comfort level,
because it is a corrosive force in
our community.
Bradley left attendees with the
sentiment that the best bias response is "learning and not condemning," in order to create a culture of acceptance and minimize
bias in the College community.
She hopes that students will continue the conversation with peers
in order to help increase awareness and stop such incidents from
happening in the future.

Singhdiscusses
herp a t hto the College
t
in f i r s"WhatMatters
toMe and Why "

are there , friends are there ,
everything. Meaning is what
From MATTERS, Page 1
you see, what you feel....The
four most wonderful years of meaning of the world is not
my life," and about how she out there. The meaning of the
began to discover her identity world is really in ourselves,"
after reading Walt Whitman 's Singh said.
poem "A PasNelson said he
sage to India."
was very pleased
On the Hill ,
with the first
event. "[Singh]
Singh said that
she feels like she
is great, very
has had the opthoughtful, enportunity to regaging and one
live those years.
of those people
"What is most
who you can
meaningful
to
really tell just
Nikky Singh cares
me is not reabout
Religious Studies teaching
ally big things,"
and
Department
Chair
and
she said. Singh
being
engaged
Crawford
Family
explained
that
with students ,"
Professor of Religion Nelson said.
life goes by
so quickly and .
There will be
that
students
two more events
must enjoy what they have. this semester, on Nov. 29 and
"These four years... are re- Dec. 6. Bah is accepting sugally precious. Make meaning. gestions for professors for fuMeaning is not given. Mean- ture "What Matters to Me and
ing does not lie outside. The Why " events. Send suggestions
trees are there, the buildings to Bah at obah@colby.edu.

"The meaning
of the world
is really in
ourselves."
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news brief-

Filmscreeningof The Transformation
Transgender November continued this week with a screening
and discussion of the film, The Transformation.
The screening of this film took place in Lovejoy 213 on Nov.
12. A small group of students viewed the film and held a discussion about it afterwards, facilitated by Director of the Gender
and Sexual Diversity Program and Associate Director of the Pugh
Center Andrea Breau '03.
This film is an Emmy Award-winning documentary about Ricardo, a former homeless transvestite and subject of the film The
Salt Mines by the same director, Susana Aikin. Ricardo decided
to accept help from a group of bom-again Christians who want to
help him find a place to live and also turn away from a his life as
a transvestite. The film shows Ricardo's journey and interactions
with his old friends after he takes on his new life.
In the discussion following the screening, the students first
spoke about what they thought of the film , but the conversation
quickly turned to how students express gender and sexuality issues on the Hill and whether change is possible. The students
largely felt that activism like this on campus Is difficult, especially
because of students * busy schedules and institutional roadblocks
such as gfttting approval for events from the College's Physical
Plant Department (PPD). However, they also brainstormed new
ideas to make such activism more accessible to students.
— Dan Sunderland, NewsEditor

RETRACTIONS

In the last issue of the Echo, an article stated
that Pat Adams '13 helped in the organization
of Transgender November. However, it was Tom
Letouraeau '13 who organized these events.
In the Special Report on the Trustees, the article
stated that a Board member must wait one year
before serving again after being on the Board
for two years. They must actually wait that long
after being on the Board for two terms.
NOW KOPP/THE COLBY ECHO
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Director of Campus Life Jed Wartman and other members of the Bias Incident Prevention and Response (BIPR) Team held a discussion in the Pugh Center. \
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Bob Woodward
speaksoncourage,Watergate
From WOODWARD. Page 1

about his most recent
book. The Price of Politics ,
w h i c h t a k e s a critical look
at the Obama a d m i n i s t r a tion ' s management of the
economy. "It was really
eye-opening to have this
discussion. " he said. Woodward r e c a l l e d that when
he asked t h e j o u r n a l i s t s
who would be able , in their
home country, to openly
c r i t i c i z e t h e i r leader , only
five hands w e n t up.
"I t h o u g h t a b o u t . . . t h e
peril that people abroad put
t h e m s e l v e s in . and Lovejoy. and I w a n t e d to t h i n k
h o n e s t l y about this issue of
•Where 's the courage?'"
Woodward commended
K a t h a r i n e Graham , the
p u b l i s h e r at The Washington
Post d u r i n g the Watergate
events, for her w i l l i n g n e s s
to put the journalistic reputation of the paper on the
line and support the publication of a series of stories
that most people did not
believe at the time.
Woodward recalled
confessing to Graham over
lunch in J a n u a r y 1973 that
the real depth the Watergate
story m i g h t never be uncovered. She responded , "Never? Don 't tell me never. " It
w a s n ' t a threat . Woodward
said , but r a t h e r "a statement
of purpose. " Impressed with
her w i l l i n g n e s s to put everything at risk , he recalled
leaving the l u n c h "a highly
m o t i v a t e d reporter " and
w i t h the k n o w l e d g e that he
worked for an organization
"where they know what the
job is."
In this country, courage

is "not with reporters ," he
said. "The real courage ,
the real risk is taken by the
owners , by the publishers. "
A l t h o u g h he downplayed
his own courage . Woodward i n s i s t e d that j o u r n a l ists s t i l l have the best jobs
in the U n i t e d States. "You
get to be c u r i o u s every
day. I mean i m a g i n e —
you get up, and my first
t h o u g h t in the m o r n i n g is ,
'What are the bastards h i d ing?' And t h e y 're always
h i d i n g s o m e t h i n g , and
I don 't mean t h a t in an
ug ly, adversarial way, but
there is j u s t way too m u c h
secrecy and we h a v e to
keep w o r k i n g a g a i n s t it. "
The most p r e s s i n g issue
for j o u r n a l i s t s and c i t i z e n s
today, Woodward said , is
s t i l l e n s u r i n g that the government and other large
c o n c e n t r a t i o n s of power do
not operate in secret.
"I understand why Bob
Woodward said the real
courage in doing tough
stories is the courage of the
owners who publish them ,"
Pride said. But , he added ,
"I don 't buy his statement
that he showed no courage in reporting Watergate.
There were dark forces at
work at the time. Standing up to those forces took
courage. "
Matt Apuzzo '00 , a reporter on the Associated
Press ' investigative team
in Washington , D.C., said ,
"For the most part , American journalists , because of
the First Amendment , have
a freedom from fear that
reporters in many countries

don 't enjoy. But that 's not
always true and it 's certainly not true for the people
who take great risks to
bring stories to reporters."
Jo Becker , an investigative reporter for The New
York Times, echoed his
sentiment , explaining that
sources who aren 't afraid to
tell the truth are braver than
those who write and edit the
story.
The day 's events brought
attention to the lasting legacy of courageous work in
journalism , from Lovejoy to
Woodward , who were both
lauded for seeking the truth
and inspiring a generation
of journalists and citizens
to do the same.
"In a difficult era for
print journalism , what I
have seen in many nominees and winners is fierce
courage , persistence and
determination intthe face of
danger ," Pride said. "Journalism is in transition , as
we all know, but the values
represented by Woodward
and the other winners I
have known are timeless."
When Lovejoy graduated
in 1826 from the institution that would be known as
Colby College , he urged his
peers to dedicate their lives
to the pursuit of truth. This
past Sunday, Woodward
reiterated the importance
of setting aside personal
and political interests to do
what is ri ght. "Democracies
die in darkness ," Woodward quoted. "There is just
way too much secrecy and
we have to keep working
against it. "
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Bob Woodward was the recipient of the College s 60th Annual Lovejoy Award for courageous journalism.
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U laree audience gathered in Lorimer Chattel on Sunday . Nov.-11 to listen to Bob Woodw ard s speech. I

WHO'S WHO: ALEX MURRY '13

Senior with a passion for student activism re-imagines campus culture

creative writing project , this
time a series of interconnected, fictional short stories.
"After taking so many prose
courses , I' m really excited to
design my own project and
see where it takes me," she
said.
In her other major, American studies , Murry is currently in the process of planning another independent
study, which she hopes will
stand in for a basic introduction to Asian-American
studies course , a subject area
that is missing from the College 's curriculum . She said
that she 's excited to gain
a foundational knowled ge
of Asian-American studies
not only because she 's an
COURTESYOF ALEX MURRY
Asian-American student—her
New Yorker Alex Murry 13 is a double-major and the chair of PCBon the Hill.
parents are from the Phili ppines—but also because she
fifth graduating class , Murry believes that it is impossible
By ALLISON FOWLE
says that the experience of
NEWS STAFF
attending such a new and experimental school shaped her
Though you might think ideas on the ways that stuof her exclusively as chair of dents , teachers and administhe Pugh Community Board trators should interact to cre(PCB). Alex Murry '13 has ate an academic and social
participated in a great variety environment. "Bard was so
of activities and organiza- new then that all of us were
tions throughout her time on part of building the school
the Hill.
into what we wanted it to be ,"
She has served as the vice she said.
president of Students TeachThe influence of such a
Equality
and
Peace progressive education is clear
ing
(STEP), as a writing tutor in Murry 's work at the Colthroug h the Office of the lege , both in and out of the
Dean of Students , as a report- classroom. A double major in
er for the Echo and a mem- American studies and Engber of the Student Advisory lish with a creative writing
Board for the Colby Center concentration , Murry has alfor Arts and Humanities.
ways been a strong proponent
Murry was born and raised of the independent study and
in New York City, first at- will have completed three to have a holistic education in
tending the United Nations when she graduates in May. American studies without it.
Murry took an English
International School and then Last JanPlan she traveled to
going on to graduate from Paris to work on a creative course in Asian-American
Bard High School Early Col- non-fiction writing project writing her sophomore year,
lege (BHSEC) with her high centered around reading ex- but she explained that such
school diploma and her as- patriate literature and writing course offerings are rare and
sociate 's degree at the age her own. In the spring, Murry inconsistent , depending on
of 17. As a member of the will work on a semester-long visiting professors who spe-

Last JanPlan
she traveled to
Paris to work
on a creative
non-fiction
writing project
centered
around reading
expatriate
literatureand
writing her own.

cialize in the subject matter
to teach them. "Colby offers
courses in African-American
studies ,
Latino-American
studies and Native American studies , but is noticeably
lacking in Asian-American
studies; one class every few
years is not enough. " In order to fill what she sees as a
gap in her education , Murry
is researching other colleges *
and universities ' curricula in
Asian-American studies in
order to build a syllabus for
herself. Murry explained that
she 's found that the schools
that offer the most courses in
Asian-American studies seem
to be ones that have significant populations of AsianAmerican students. She thinks
that it's important for us to
ask "how academic curricula
can be a huge opportunity to
counter a lack of diversity. "
Outside of the classroom ,
Murry is a powerhouse of
event programming, serving
as the chair of PCB, a studentrun programming board that
works to bring multicultural
programming to the College ,
and as a member of the Student Advisory Board for the
Colby Center for the Arts and
Humanities. After joining
PCB in the middle of her first
year on the Hill and serving as
a General Board member her
sophomore yeaT, she held two
Executive Board positions as
a junior , working as both the
secretary and as the first-ever social media chair. Murry
explained that when she first
joined
PCB, multicultural
events were scarcely attended
and it often felt like students
weren 't
interested
talking
about anything they found remotely uncomfortable.
She is amazed that racecentered events have already
filled Page Commons twice
in the span of one month.
"That kind of audience was

not possible at the Colby of
four years ago. We are really changing. " Since Murry
became chair , PCB has done
frequent and consistent programming and has retained
a noticeably increased audience size. She is also working
with professors and students
to establish the foundations
of the college 's new humanities division—a program that
will continue to promote the
arts and humanities in campus culture.

Murry is
passionate
about her
work on PCB
because she
believes that
it is "a chance
for us to have
a say in our
own culture."
Murry is passionate about
her work on PCB because she
believes that it is a "chance
for us to have a say in our own
culture. " She exp lained that
"stereotypes and instances of
discrimination are the direct
products of a society not taking an active role in its own
culture; just because LePage
is likening taxes to Nazism
and Walmart sells "Mexican
man " Halloween costumes
does not mean that we have
to accept that as our reality. "
As Chair , Murry wants to
place a particular emphasis
on collaboration and on interdiscip linary programming.
For examp le , bell hooks , comedian Hari Kondabolu and
art-activist Favianna Rodri-

guez all incorporated issues
of race , gender, sexuality,
class and healthcare into their
lectures and performances
this fall , highlighting the intersectionality inherent to
identity and to activism. As
Murry explained , "We can 't
compartmentalize race from
gender, class from privilege
and so on. I think sometimes
we are too tended towards a
segregated mindset , and that
only slows down progress."
As chair of PCB she is also
working to help bridge the
gap between the College and
Waterville, a divide that she
sees as unnecessary since "we
all live in the same town. "
Murry believes that all events
should be free and open to the
public , and she often brings
PCB events downtown. Murry and PCB have also been
working closely with Railroad Square Cinema. For
Valentine 's Day, PCB plans
to offer date nights for nonnormative love stories. She
explained , "Romantic comedies present such a one-sided
view of relationshi ps—every
Valentine 's Day you will ,
without fail , be presented exclusively with options about
mono-racial
heterosexual ,
couples , and that' s just so far
„ from the truth. "
So what 's next for Alex
Murry? She says she's openminded about her post-graduation plans , but she knows
that she wants to continue to
learn as a part-time student
while she works next year. "I
feel so lucky to have worked
with such inspiring peop le
these past four years. Student
activists in the Pugh Center
and on PCB have taught me
so much about what it takes
to make change ," she said.
"Whatever I end up doing, I
hope I get to continue learning throug h my work—it 's really the most amazing thing "

Defying commonstereotypes

Interdisciplinary class projectchallenges assumptions

ect applied to all members
of the student body. "As a
Colby male , and the only
male in this class , I really like how this project is
gender-neutral in the sense
that it wasn 't devised or
executed with sex or gender issues specifically in
mind , but how the project organically focused
on issues surrounding a
multitude of identities , including gender , sexuality,
social class , ethnicity and
even academic and athletic
ability, " Williams said.
By choosing to present
the project to the student
body through social media networks such as Instagram and Facebook , the
class was able to reach
out to a large number of
students. "It took a lot of
tweaking to get where we
were , but social media is
WEIMING HUANG/THE COLBY ECHO
so powerful—we knew that
Students contributed by having their p hotograph taken with their three statements, two truthful and one false.
by using these networks
you" game "two truths and off of a first impression, we could reach a wide auBy AMY TORTORELLO
a He "—everyone sits in a reputation or an as- dience and the message
NEWS STAFF
a circle and shares three sumption we make about would spread ," Wells said.
Members of the class
statements with the other the person presenting the
I own six pairs of run- members of the group; two statements. The project began by taking pictures
of their own
wants
to
proning shoes. I was heav- that are true and one that
truths
and
ily involved in the theater is a lie. Other members voke students
lie and were
program at my hi gh school. are then supposed to guess to realize that
pleasantly
jacked
I ran the Boston Marathon which of the statements the
surprised
by
when I was 18.
is in fact the lie. The football playThe class is
how
quickly
sitting
Which of these state- 2truthsllie action operated er
hopeful
that
word
of
mouth
ments is a lie? By seeing in a similar way. Students next to you in
my name as the author of who participated
were your biology
their actions spread awareness of their
this piece , did it cause asked to write three state- lab might sewill
spark
initiative. "We
you , as the reader , to make ments on a small white- cretly want to
were
really
an assumption? No matter board and then pose for a be a stay-atdiscussions
worried
that
the circumstances , it is of- picture that was uploaded home dad or
that
will
last
no one would
ten a challenge for every- to the project' s Facebook that the seemwant
to
particingly
perfect
one to look past a person 's page and Instagram acfar beyond
ipate and that
appearance , social status count. The lies were not blonde
girl
the
people would
or reputation when mak- revealed , but instead left in Bobs may
be turned off
ing a judgment. This is unanswered in a way that not as contime-frame
by the seriprecisely what 2truthsllie would provoke thought fident as her
of
their
ousness of the
seeks to change.
attitude
and
among the student body.
,
but
smile
make
project
The 2truthsllie camLindley Wells '13 , a
project.
we got really
pa ign was. brought tfi cam- member of Brown 's class , her appear
^
positive feed-Wne„
pus by students in Profes- spoke about studying ac"To
back," Levine
sor of Education Lyn Mike) tivism , and planning a 2 t r u t h s l lie is
said. The class
Brown 's course called unique on campus initia- about changis
hopeful
that their acGirls Making Change: tive as part of the class. In ing the way people think
Girlhood , Activism and October , the class began about each other and tions will spark discusThey can sions that will last far
Popular Culture. As part to discuss and brainstorm themselves.
of both the Education and issues that the campus learn things about oth- beyond the time-frame of
the Women 's, Gender and needed to address. They ers , so they think about their project.
This week , as a culmiSexuality Studies Depart- realized that students face them as people just like
ments , the class strives a multitude of restrictive themselves rather than nation of their work , the
class
will display the photo engage members of the and normative expecta- a stereotype ," said Julie
community with issues tions on campus , and that Levine '13, another mem- tographs in Pulver.
"I' m excited for our
of constructed norms and there are "discussions not ber of the class behind
their relation to popular happening that we want to the project. Levine hopes class to present the final
that the initiative will en- product later this week beculture and the media. encourage ," Wells said.
By creating the 2 truths 1 lie courage students to break fore we all head home for
The goal of this project is
to break down some of the initiative , the class hopes down stereotypes and cre- Thanksgiving break ," Wilrestrictive and normative to challenge the student ate a sense of familiarity liams said.
The hope is that seeexpectations on campus in body to see past stereo- among the student body
a way that would be eas- types and first impres- in knowing that a lot of ing peers in this light will
ily accessible and avail- sions and to learn a little them might have more in make students less likeable to all members of the more about what it means common than they origi- ly to make assumptions
about others based solecampus community.
to be a student on the Hill. nally thought.
John Williams ' 13 was ly on superficial factors
So how did it work? We After all , how does the
are all familiar with the classic game work? We especially perceptive as such as their appearance
popular
"get-to-know- p ick out the "lie " based to the way that the proj- or social reputation.

Mental health awareness
Written by Active Minds

You 've settled in to Colby, figured out your routine and nailed that last
homework assignment. In
sp ite of all that , you 're
feeling depressed , irritable , anxious or a whole
host of other negative
moods. "What 's up with
that?" you ask yourself.
"Things are going well , so
I should be happy, right?"
Well , you , along with
many of your peers may
be f e e l i n g the effects of
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). Five percent of A m e r i c a n s meet
the criteria for this type
of depression while up to
20 percent feel some of
the effects.
Seasonal Affective Disorder is a type of depression that can affect people
living at higher latitudes.
Up here in the chilly North ,
the days grow shorter and
the nights colder. This can
bring on many symptoms
of depression that can last

through the entire winter months. Since most of
the academic year here at
Colby occurs during the
winter , raising awareness
about this type of depression is important.
To answer your inevitable question , there are
ways you can fight back
against SAD. If you look
around online people will
recommend p hototherapy
lights. These can be expensive and thus aren 't
a very attractive option.
Some solutions that are
just as effective include
taking Vitamin D or going
for a 1 5 to 20 minute walk
every day. If your schedule is too chock-full to be
able to take time for those
options , never fear! Foods
rich in Vitamin D include
fish , dairy products , fortified cereals and mushrooms. Next time you 're
in Dana , keep your eye
out for these , and indul ge.
You mig ht also consider
lightening your schedule
if you 're too busy.

If you 're
interested
in learning more about
mental health and raising awareness , then get
involved
with
Active
Minds , a great club that
works to promote awareness , erase sti gma and
reach out to students in
need. For example , on
Tuesday, Nov. 13 , Active
Minds hosted the Mental
Health Narratives. For
those of you that did not
attend this event, it was

a forum for people to
anonymously share their
experience with issues
of mental health. Active Minds clubs members read the submissions
aloud. This was a fantastic event and hopefully
showed
students
that
they aren 't alone. Mental health problems effect one in four people ,
so get in on the dialogue.
And don 't forget to catch
some ravs of sun '.

I ASK ANDREA:
MONTHLY Q&A WITH THE DIRECTOR OF GENDER
AND SEXUAL DIVERSITY

COURTESY OF THE FEMINIST ALLIANCE/TME COLBY ECHO

Breau believes "women s' issues " should be considered socialjustice issues

Rut how does this relate
to us on the Hill? Let me be
clear here—I' m not saying
that we should avoid talking
about how particular issues
affect women in particular
gendered ways.
So for starters , here on
the Hill I like to make a distinction between demanding
Breau: First , there 's an im- . an end to violence against
portant distinction to be made women and calling, for inbetween the common politi- stance , sexual violence on
cal rhetoric of "women 's is- campus a "women 's issue. "
sues" and what many simply It 's not strictly a women 's
issue—ending violence is
call issues of social justice.
For example , reproduc- everyone 's issue , though
tive justice is by no means one that definitely affects
a "women 's issue " (and women in particular ways.
neither , for that matter , is This is why so many of our
reproduction—what 's
that peer institutions have moved
old saying? It takes two to away from "women 's centango?). It' s problematic to ters " and toward centers for
call the act of holding our gender and sexual diversity
legal system to task for the that focus on the prevention
economic , political and so- of violence and issues of racial inequalities that affect cial and economic justice in
women 's reproductive health their campus programming.
To end with the (now
and their ability to control
their bodies and reproduc- slightly modified) initial
tive lives a "women 's issue. " question: how did "justice "
Economic
inequalities fare in last week' s election?
that prevent a woman from Well , the story we 're told is
accessing healthcare that that sing le female voters—
provides safe and afford- emphasis on single here , as
able birth control is directly marital status more so than
tied to 1 'healthcare , immi- gender actuall y determined
gration arid labor policy in how a person cast their vote
this country—and you don 't (which al so begs the quesoften hear anyone calling tion of how well justice is
served by investing so much
these women 's issues!
Also , the fundamental money and energy into
right to control one 's body is maintaining the institution
as important to LGBTQ-iden- of marriage)—joined up
with a huge coalition of Latified folk (who
tino , Africanare
marginalAmerican and
ized based on
young
voters
their choice of
Either we
to bring Obama
sex partner and/
to the finish
start calling
or gender idenline first. But
tity) and black
everything
what does this
men
(whose
tell
us about
mass incarcerawomen's
where gender ,
tion by the U.S.
racial , sexual ,
issues... or
criminal
juseconomic and
tice system is
we
just
get
environmencertainly about
tal justice are
controlling bodrid of the
and where they
ies of color) as
will be in four
it is to women.
phrase
years? 1 honestSo my argualtogether
ly don 't know.
ment is pretty
Changing the
simple. 1) Evand start
systemic
and
ery issue is a
talking about structural inwomen 's
isequalities
in
sue , and 2) evjustice.
this
country
ery
so-called
is a slow and
"women 's istough process.
sue " is everyAs
columone 's
issue.
So either we start calling nist Maureen Dowd recently
everything women 's issues said in a NY Times op-ed ,
(which leaves men out in "Last time , Obama lifted
the cold), or we just get rid up the base with his mesof the phrase altogether and sage of hope and change;
start talking about justice— this time the base lifted up
gender , racial , economic , Obama , with the hope he
will change. "
sexual , environmental , etc.
Echo: Now that the U.S.
presidential election is over ,
what are your thoughts on
how women 's issues (i.e.
abortion , equal pay, representation in hi gh level jobs ,
etc.) fared and what it might
mean for us at the College?
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FROM OUR ARCHIVES

"Inq3eadi, printedNov.1, 1973

c

^ Constitutional government in the United States may have been
suspended at 8:00 p.m. Saturday, October 20. Richard Nixon now rules
by fiat and force. He is no longer a legitimate leader.
With callous disregard for his oath of office and the intents of Congress
and the Judiciary, the President first refused to abide by a court order to
produce Watergate documents. His later turnaround defused the immediate confrontation but cannot obscure his repeated abuses of power. He then
forced the resignation of the Attorney General and fired his Deputy and the
Watergate Special Prosecutor when they refused to condone his conduct.
Now the President wishes to name a replacement for Cox—after he had
abolished the original office of Special Prosecutor and dispatched the FBI to
seal off its records. These decisive and unprecedented actions represent the
tactics of a military coup. They are anathema to a rational democratic polity.
Even before these steps were taken, public confidence in the Nixon
Administration's ability to govern was at one of its all-time lows . Now
this support will deteriorate further. The mandate of 1972 has been buried in a legacy of illegality, hypocrisy and deceit: San Clemente real
estate deals , impoundment of Congressional appropriations , widespread
wiretapping, covert Cambodian bombing, and all of the ramifications of
the Watergate affair—Milk kickbacks, ITT, the Ellsberg burglary.
When elected officials violate the sacred trust placed in them by the
people , the Constitution provides means for them to be impeached and,
if convicted , removed from office. These procedures are very difficult to
implement and are seldom used. But if ours were a parliamentary system
of government, the Nixon Administration would have fallen months ago.
There is real question whether the Congress and Judiciary can force
Richard Nixon to deal with them within the confines of the law. But
our reactions, for the moment, must be based on this premise. Members
of the academic community have a special responsibility. They must
not simply react to the latest outrage. This serves Mr. Nixon 's purpose.
Instead, they must articulate the fundamental principles which are at
stake. They must impress upon Congressmen and other national leaders
the gravity of the situation and their duties under the Constitution. Most
importantly, they must communicate the strength of their convictions to
the pubiic-at large and join with others in a nationwide struggle for the
preservation of democratic rule.
The methods of response are numerous. Now, more than ever, we must
write our Congressmen. The balance of mail over the [next] few weeks
will be critical. Sustained public expressions of dissent—no matter what
form they take—are equally important. A massive national student effort
is essential.
The weeks ahead could represent either the redemption of American democracy or the prologue to its collapse. We remain silent at our own peril.
This editorial was prepared by the Amherst Student and sent to 51 colleges and universities across the country. The Echo joins these schools
in urging strong student support in favor of impeachment.

The task force on student accountability

As you may know, the trustees have
created a task force on student accountability. This group is a mix of
trustees, administrators , faculty and
students. The most daunting aspect
of task forces and committees such as
this one is the challenge for student

And, I think it is
important to
consider to whom
we are accountable.

representatives to serve as a voice for
every Colby student.
As one of five students who will
serve on the task force, I have spent a
lot of time thinking about how we can
gather opinions from people throughout

the community, and I have come to the
conclusion that one of the first things
that I should do is consider what our
student body thinks of when they hear
the words "student accountability."
I believe that student accountability is grounded in our individual value
systems. It is easy to understand that
our expectations for ourselves are
grounded in an attempt to live up to
our personal values. But things get a
bit more complicated when we think
about our expectations of others.
Do we hold others accountable for
their actions based on whether they
match our values? If we do, is this reasonable? I also think it is important to
consider to whom we are accountable.
Is it just our friends? The entire student body? The world?
If my own thoughts on accountability are this complicated and full of
questions, then the views of over 1,800
people are sure to be complex , contradictory, complementary, uncertain,
definitive and confused all at once.
It is likely that opinions exist among
our fellow students that I have never
considered before. And I am sure that
some people hold opinions with which
I personally would strongly disagree.
So, how is it possible for five students to navigate this web of ideas and
properly represent our peers?
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So, how is it
possible for five
students to navigate
this web of ideas
and properly
represent our
peers?

you and spark conversations.
In order to make this solution effective, I hope you will become engaged
with the conversation about
student accountability. Talk
to your friends about what
the phrase means to you. Do
some research on how other
schools tackle these issues
next time you are bored
and surfing the web. Think
about how you and other
students are accountable to
one another in social and
academic settings over the
next few weeks.
I know it can be hard
to navigate the extensive
amount of information and
requests for feedback with
which we are inundated as
students. But student accountability is something
that affects each of us every
day. From academic dishonesty to sexual assault, from .
vandalism to harassment , it
is a way to address many of
the "big issues" at Colby.
Make it a point to determine
the ways in which student
accountability is important
to you, and become a part
of the conversation!

A few Thanksgiving-time reflections

TECH EDITOR

AMELIA CHAMBERS
PATRICK MARTIN

I think there are two easy answers to
this question. First, 1 intend to keep an
open mind and to be careful to represent all ideas that are presented to me,
whether or not I agree with them. Second, I will do my best to find ways to
hear these ideas.
As you may also know, a group of
students, which is more extensive than
the five representatives to the official
task force, has been meeting and discussing student accountability. We are
doing our best to reach out to all of

What am I thankful for? Well, since
they let me blather on and on in this
distinguished periodical, I'll tell you.
As Thanksgiving nears, and—more importantly—as the break that goes along
with it gets closer, let me count the
ways that I am thankful. Thankfulness
comes in many forms, but my thanks
comes in the form of sarcasm wrapped
in a swath of sincerity and sprinkled
with nuggets of self-criticism and reflection. You know how it goes.
First of all , I' m thankful for Facebook , Twitter, social media and the
Internet. I' m unashamed to say that I
love the Internet , and, frankly, it loves
me. I know that I am addicted. I constantly need a hit of that sweet, sweet
information highway. I know that it
is bad. But , I' m also thankful that I
can consume so much information so
quickly, and I am thankful for my Colby education for allowing me to think
critically about the massive quantities
of cat videos, gifs, memes, political
articles and Kardashian tweets that I
consume on a daily basis. Am I being
facetious? A little. Am I being serious?
Mostly. I' m genuinely thankful for my
education. 1 cherish it. And it is true
that I have been known to think long
and hard about Kim Kardashian 's philosophical musings on polka dots and
her strange, materialistic relationship
with Kanye West. I'm thankful that if
Kim can find love, then anyone can.
I' m also thankful for my body, the
vessel with which I have been blessed.
Frankly, I look good. You know it ,
and I know it. So there 's that. With
my body, I can see things, hear things,
feel things , smell things, run and, most
importantly, eat and have consensual

sex. I'M SO THANKFUL FOR FOOD
AND SEX. Hopefully my boyfriend is
thankful too. I'm thankful for him and
the fact that he is so supportive of my
dramatic tendencies and idiosyncratic
and sudden passions, which manifest
themselves with the temporary intensity of a tween in a shopping mall.
Additionally, I'm thankful for my
ability to learn, change and adapt.
And I am definitely thankful that the
election is over. Can we all be friends
again? Can we listen to every song
Taylor Swift ever made? I'd be thankful for that. No more talk of fiscal
responsibility and marriage please.
Just fill my head with Taylor's wisdom. The fiscal cliff is a challenge

I'm thankful for
my family, most of
the time, and I am
thankful that they
gave me enough
tools and skills to
send me out on
my own.
we face as a nation , but being 22 is a
challenge that 1 face, and therefore it
is more important. I' m SO INCREDIBLY thankful that I have my friends
to commiserate and celebrate with , for
senior year is , as Swift so wisely asserts, paradoxically both "miserable
and magical , oh yeah."
I' m thankful for my family, most
of the time, and I am thankful that
they gave me enough tools and skills
to send me out on my own. So strong
are these skills that I might not be

spending Thanksgiving at home this
year. Sorry, Mom and Dad. You don 't
want me there anyway. You ' re emptynesters now. You say you don 't love it ,
but I know you 're thankful that you 're
liberated from your children , and I' m
thankful that you are happy. And I' m
thankful that my sister is happy.
Lastly, as I often say, thank God
you're here. Thank God for you. I say
it a lot. And , like most things I say, I
know that people have, a hard time figuring out whether or not I' m being serious. Well—HELLO PEOPLE!—I' m
serious. Blessed is the day that you
were bom, and brought to me. Without
you, do I even exist? It is true that we
all exist in relation to each other: our
meaning, our thoughts and feelings,
emotions and desires, only exist because of other people, because of comparison and contradistinction. These
days especially, I feel like I only exist
only in comparison to others. I am not
me, but only what I am in comparison
to my peers. My life is a constant internal Venn diagram, charting the similarities and differences in chart form,
helping me negotiate ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING.
Comparisons are bad. And I am NOT
thankful for them.
But I am thankful for you, whoever
you are, because, even outside of the
vacuum that is Colby, I wouldn 't exist without you. If people didn 't have
varying opinions and thoughts , then
no one would have any thoughts at all ,
and , literally, life would lose meaning
(aside, of course, from food and sex).
So, I am thankful for my open mind ,
and I am thankful that you're reading this article. As I spend my Friday
nights on the couch watching re-runs of
"Friends" and eating lime tortilla chips
directly from the bag, I am thankful ,
at least in my own mind , to know that
come Wednesday, I am the most popular
article in the Echo. (I am thankful that
the Echo has a sense of humor...).

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

I THE OPINIONATERS

A few thoughts with no apparent connection

First: friends, I don 't think it 's any
secret that I spend most of my Sunday
evenings hanging out with nationally celebrated , Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalists, and this Sunday was no
different. My dear friend Bob Woodward visited for the day to accept
the 2012 Lovejoy Award. And what
a wonderful evening it was. I don 't
think anyone left disappointed , apart
from the people who were hoping that
Woodward would rip off a mask, reveal himself to be Bob Diamond , grab

President Bro Adams, and skip out of
the chapel with him, arm-in-arm, to a
waiting gold-plated limousine.
Second: will someone, anyone, please
visit President Adams during his office
hours in the Spa? Attendance at those
office,hours are apparently so low that
people will receive a free drink for stopping by, which just seems kind of sad.
Third: has anyone else noticed something deeply troubling about our dining halls? Namely, the breakfast fruit
bar boasts a fine selection, including
grapefruits, but there are no grapefruit
spoons. t Perhaps I am the only person
left who remembers a more civilized
time, but when 1 was a boy, we had
dedicated utensils with little jagged
saw-edges for cutting into the fibrous
grapefruit. While writing this article, I
have gotten grapefruit juice in my eyes

twice already from using the improper
equipment. Somebody (I, currently
blind, cannot) should do something.
Fourth: My good friend President
Barack Obama has won reelection ,
which I have mixed feelings about.
On the one hand, I'm happy for him
as a friend , because it seemed like he
real ly wanted this. But on the other
hand, I feel a little betrayed, because
he and I were planning a cross-country roadtrip, and now I have this old
refurbished Volkswagen Bus just sitting around with a trunk full of Four
Loko , and it looks like we won 't get
started for another four years. Which
I wouldn 't even mind, it's just that the
whole trip was his idea, and now he's
all "Sorry Michael , I've got to be President of the United States for a little
bit longer." Whatever.

I am incredibly elated that the election
frenzy is finally over. The American people, or at least 61 million of the 315 million Americans, have spoken, and Barack
Obama has retained the presidency. Socalled liberals and progressives are jubilant and are expressive of their victory;
however, I cannot join in on the mirth.
In a six billion dollar election, can
I truly say that the voice of the American people has been heard? I think not.
I personally did not contribute a single
dollar to the campaign of any candidate,
and I saw it useless to do so when SuperPACs and elite institutions donated their
money to get their candidates elected. It
became clear to me that this election was
not about solving the problems of Americans, it was about severely propagandizing the American people into choosing
the lesser of two evils. So as people celebrated , waved their flags and flaunted
their Democrat or Republican apparel, I
mused not only on the future of this nation, but also on the nations whose fates
are intertwined with ours.
On the night of the election I slept just

like I slept any other night; I knew that
change was not here and I knew that we
were not going forward in any sense of
the word. We were moving backward.
We were moving back to a day when we
dehumanized a people and cast them as
the "other," fortifying our reasons not
to treat them with human dignity. I consider myself to be adamantly anti-war,
and I wish I could say the same for the
rest of my friends, comrades and fellow
citizens. Nowhere in the presidential debates were the issues of violating human
¦rights via drone warfare or disrespecting
other nations ' sovereigntyor a discussion
about the rampant violence right here at
home. I saw no reason to celebrate when
the world around me was literally falling apart while we concerned ourselves
with an election funded by the rulingclass elites from Goldman Sachs and JP
Morgan Chase. When I awoke the next
day, not to my surprise, there had been
another drone strike in Yemen.
After the mirthful celebration , there
was no discussion of how this nation
can redeem itself in the eyes of the
world when just 24 hours after President Obama's victory, our imperial
nature reared its ugly head again, killing three suspected militants in Yemen.
These militants were purportedly AlQaeda. No, not like the Al-Qaeda we
fund with 45 million dollars in Syria,
U\e other Al-Qaeda, the ones whom we

paradoxically despise.
I remember in 2008, President Obama
promised a government that was transparent and accountable. The truth today
is that this administration has been the
least transparent. The American people
are not given the truth. We are given
manufactured consent from which we do
not dissent. We don 't even know what
we don't know, and we are mollified into
inaction by distractions ranging from
sports to reality television shows.
No major mainstream news network
reported on the drone strike following
the Presidential election. We cannot hold
our government and even ourselves to
be moral and ethical when we tacitly assent to drone strikes which are incredibly
inaccurate, for example, in Pakistan 49
people are killed for every known terrorist. Now can you imagine if a floating
device circled your neighborhood and
killed 49 people just to get to that one assumed target? Can we still call ourselves
"liberal" or "progressive" amidst regressive draconian policies that we support
when we cast our ballot and silence ourselves? I think not
So I end on that point: are we ethical? Are we moral? Who are we really if
we support inhumane practices abroad,
fund proxy paramilitaries for the United
States Government and drink the proverbial Kool-Aid of our mainstream media
positing our nation as the good guy? I
i
am unsure of mv
peers' honest disposition on the matter, but I am having
something I like to
call "Post-Election
Stress Syndrome."
Post-election, nothing has changed,
and if it were not
for my asinine beliefs and spirituality, the future seems
as bleak as 1984.

Suffering from post election stress syndrome

Canadian elections and
their American cousins

Watching the election last Tuesday night made us , two Canadians ,
skeptical of the American election
process. From the tedious nomination process of the Republican
nominee to the Electoral College
deciding whom the President is going to be , we belisve that the American electoral process has become
dated. When we look to the Canadian election system it is hard not
to see the positives the system has
to offer compared to America 's.
In Canada, the party system differs greatly. Firstly, unlike the
United States, there
are more than two
viable parties within
Canada that one can
vote for. In Canada
there are five main
parties: the Conservative Party of Canada
(center-right),
the Liberal Party of
Canada (center-left),
the National Democratic Party (left), the
Green Party (far left
environmentalists)
and finally The Bloc
Quebecois
(Frenchseparatists).
Each
party can secure seats
within
Parliament;
though the Conservatives , Liberals and
NDP
consistentl y
take up majority of
them. Therefore , Canadians
are
more
likely than Americans
to find a party that coincides with
their social and economic values.
Unlike the Americans , we are not
limited to two choices. While a voter might still not find the flawless
party of his choosing in our multiparty system , Canadians are nevertheless not restricted to one end of
the spectrum or the other.
The long-drawn-out and expensive process of not only the nomination process for the Republican/
Democratic nominee for President
and Senate , but also for their ensuing campaign , frankly seems like
a big waste of money. In Canada
the campaigning process can range
from at least 36 days to 74 days ,
the longest campaign in Canadian history in 1926. This is highly

appealing compared to the vast
amount of time and money people
in the U.S. take to first become
the candidate for a position , and
then to further campaign in order
to win the position. Furthermore ,
these shorter campaigning periods
mean less is spent on the election
process. For instance , BBC claims
that this November election cost a
total $6 billion , while , according to
CBC, Canadian parties have a $21
million campaign limit that many
parties do not come close to reaching. Moreover , the Canadian Senate is not elected but appointed.
As a result , our Senate members
do not run during our election and
'. herefore do not campaign , leading
to less money being wasted on the
campaigning process.
Moreover , the absence of the
Electoral
College in Canada
leads to campaigning across
the
country.
Unfortunately,
in the United
States , the Electoral
College
system
means
the majority of
campaigning
occurs in the
swing
states.
Both candidates
know
certain
states are going to be either
Blue or Red and
therefore
will
only campaign
in the states that
can go either
way and will
more or less
leave the others untouched.
In Canada , the strength of a party
is created by the number of votes
it gets across the country, not by
how many provinces and territories
it wins, and therefore candidates
have to campaign equally across
the nation.
Canada is not a perfect country
by any means , and I am sure you 're
sitting here reading this article going "no one likes Canada anyway."
But the truth is , the one thing—possibly the only thing—that Canada
does better than the United States
is the way in which we elect our
Parliament. Canada manages to do
something the U.S. does for more
than S5 billion less , while offering peop le more choice as to whom
they elect.

While a voter
might still not find
the flawless party
of his choosing in
our multi-party
system,
Canadians are
neverthless not
restricted to one
end of the
spectrum or
the other.
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BY KEITH LOVE
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If you break down the words to their basic p heromones ,
you ' l l taste the neighborhood dog going into heat
every time you open your lips and spray out
the h y m n a l bible verses ,
couplets of rancid potatoes ,
the letters from my late Mother. To me
they taste like a p a r t i c u l a r box of baking soda
that lived in the fridge behind married gallons of m i l k
and cider. I learned after the second batch of T h a n k s g i v i n g
cookies , a repeated waste of k i t c h e n staples ,
not to cook with that container , that open casket
of November cabbage-cod-cream powder. My mother
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wouldn 't have eaten the cookies anyway, which is something
we would all discuss at our own annual T h a n k s g i v i n g conference
on Mother: we all sit cross-legged around a slaughtered turkey,
sibling hunters around a s a c r i f i c i a l kill , and remind ourselves of her
tidy cheekbones. It 's always the first item on the agenda ,
followed by Uncle Robert reading that Thomas Jefferson quote:
"One man w i t h courage is a majority. "
We nod our heads approvingly—stern frowns , angled brows—and
act as though we 're all courageous , t r u s t i n g each o t h e r
not to comment otherwise. The next item is u s u a l l y
up for debate: we either propose a toast to dead pets ,
the m e m e n t o s of childhood resting in mashed potato craters ,
seeping onto the cranberry r e l i s h , or we lick each other 's egos with
"oh how nice " or "my how the time flies. " As t r a d i t i o n dictates
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late in the e v e n i n g my brother Larry p u t s the carcass of the bird
in a giant pot with some water , onions , celery, and p a p r i k a , and we boil
the remains until we 're all stoned off the steam , sprawled across the living room ,
eyes bloodshot , m o u t h v o m i t i n g giggles all over our hands. Then at last
we say good-bye to Mother , as if she won 't
reappear at next a u t u m n 's conference as
a cup of turkey broth that w i l l never make it in the stew.
Each year after d i n n e r , I go outside to the front step to
burn one of my old letters with a candle , and I w a t c h
the smoky pheromones give their bodies to the dogs.

Students visit Wabanakisite with Four Winds
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Assistant
Professor
of
History Daniel Tortora led
20 students and a few staff
members through the French
missionary site that was once
a Wabanaki village.
Students visited the site in
Norrid gewock Maine last Saturday as part of a student trip
through Four Winds, the College 's Native American awareness club, in recognition of Native American History month.
Wabanaki is a name for the
confederacy of Native American tribes from Maine , and
the Norridgewock site houses
remnants of an old settlement.
"I' ve never been there ,"
Four
Winds
co-President
Carter Stevens ' 1 3 said prior
to the trip. "But Professor
Tortora. who is leading the
tour, has been there before
and says there are markers
representing the site and a
couple of areas where there
were battles between English
settlers and Native Americans who were allied with the
French "
According lo Stevens, the
College is located on old Wabanaki grounds , and partiall y
inspired the initiative for
Four Winds ' field trip. "We
wanted to do something that
was connected to Maine and
Native Americans as well as
connected to Colb y," he said.
The Micmac tribe in Presque Isle. Maliseet tribe in
Hoiilton.
Passamaquodd y

centennial event on Nov. 28
will feature Tortora and history majors Eoin McCarron '13
and Lindsay Peterson '13 who
will discuss the history of Native Americans at the College.
On Nov. 27 , James Neptune of the Penobscot tribe
will be drumming, story—i
I¦
I
¦
1
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telling and exp laining Native
American artifacts in a lecture on campus.
One of many groups associated with the Pugh Center on campus . Four Winds
strives to increase membershi p and publicity. Stevens
speculated that the trouble
may arise from a lack of attention to Native American
issues and identification.
"For students who are Native American...that 's not always their primary identity, "
Stevens said. "Tribal identity
is more important generally,
so that someone who is from
Maine and a Native American mi ght not necessaril y
connect with someone who
is a Navajo. It 's a completel y
different back ground."
Though membership may
be low, Four Winds ' determination to educate and
learn about Native American
issues is not waning. The
group hopes to bring a number of speakers to campus
for the spring semester but
was unable to invite a major speaker this month. In
Stevens ' opinion , "The next
best thing was to visit a site
that isn 't necessarily a reserCOUfiTESY OF CARTER STEVENS
vation but still has some hisProfessor Daniel Tortora guided students through a Wabanaki reservation in Norridgewock, Maine on Saturday. Nov. 10 Eager students learned about
torical significance. "
the Micmac. Maiiscet. Passamaquoddy and Penobscot tribes that comprised the Wabanaki confederation and ate lunch on the Kennebec River

tribe in Point Pleasant and
Penobscot tribe in Old Town
comprise the Wabanaki confederation and are largely
clustered around the Canadian border. Each spring. Four
Winds plans a week-long
Spring Break tri p to visit
each of these sites.

Stevens , who has participated in the tri p for the past
two years , will lead the group
in 2013. As enthused as he is
about Spring Break , the Four
Winds trip on Saturday was
an enticing preview.
"It sounds like a pretty
cool site , and it 's good
¦
¦
»ithat
¦
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Professor Tortora will be
our guide because it 's his
specialty. He is a really big
expert on all of these sites ,"
Stevens said before leaving.
Concluding the field trip,
the College sponsored a
group lunch on the Kennebec
River , where students dis-

cussed and reflected on the
Wabanaki site.
Other Four Winds activities '
planned for Native American History month include
biweekly movie viewings of
films about Native American
issues or by Native American
filmmakers.
.i In addition, a bi-

Watergatescreening A little taste of heaven
By JACK NIVISON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

1976' s A l l the President 's Men was a c i n e m a t ic a d v a n c e m e n t for b o t h
t h e c o u n t r y and tor f i l m ,
as C h r i s t i a n A. J o h n s o n
Distinguished
Teaching
P r o f e s s o r of H i s t o r y Robert Weisbrot and R a i l r o a d
Square
Cinema
founder
Ken E i s e n d i s c u s s e d at a
s c r e e n i n g of the f i l m at

In the early
1970s, women
and youth
countercultures
were moving
against the
societal norms
of the country.

R a i l r o a d Sq u a r e C i n e m a
Nov. 4.
R a i l r o a d Sq u a r e C i n e m a
screened the f i l m in a n t i c i p a t i o n of the p r e s e n t a t i o n
of the 60th L o v e j o y Award
for
courageous
journalism to Bob W o o d w a r d of
The Washington Post , who
w o r k e d w i t h Carl B e r n s t e i n
to expose the c o r r u p t i o n of
President
Richard Nixon
a n d h i s a d m i n i s t r a t i o n in
the Watergate s c a n d a l .
In a p r e s e n t a t i o n before
the screening, both Weisbrot
and Eisen detailed the sign i f i c a n c e of the film and the
story it tells before a large
a u d i e n c e at the theater.
As Weisbrot e x p l a i n e d ,
A m e r i c a n society was ext r e m e l y p o l a r i z e d at t h i s
p o i n t in A m e r i c a n h i s t o r y . In t h e e a r l y 1 9 7 0 s ,
women and youth countercultures
were
mov-

ing a g a i n s t the societal
n o r m s of t h e
country ,
and a n t i - w a r d e m o n s t r a tions protesting Americ a n p r e s e n c e in V i e t n a m
caused constant tension.
A c c o r d i n g to W e i s b r o t .
P r e s i d e n t N i x o n was i l l suited
to
handle
these
crises
and
increasing l y
believed that
a n y challenge to his policies were
a threat against national
security. After Watergate ,
m u c h of A m e r i c a n s o c i e t y
grew d i s i l l u s i o n e d
with
n a t i o n a l l e a d e r s , w h o were
no longer a u t o m a t i c a l l y
t h o u g h t of as h o n o r a b l e
men or w o m e n .
Weisbrot
also
noted
t h a t W o o d w a r d a n d Bernstein were not the only
p e o p l e i n v o l v e d in P r e s i d e n t N i x o n ' s d e m i s e . Several other factors , i n c l u d i n g t h e S u p r e m e C o u r t of
the United States ' ruling
that President Nixon must
overturn the tapes with
r e c o r d i n g s of e v e r y c o n v e r s a t i o n in t h e O v a l Off i c e , i m p l i c a t e d h i m in
the Watergate scandal.
W e i s b r o t l a u d e d Woodward and
Bernstein
as
p r o t e c t o r s of t h e f r e e d o m
of t h e p r e s s . T h e y m a n e u v e r e d t h r o u g h m a ? c s of i n f o r m a t i o n to d i s c o v e r t h a t
t h e b r e a k - i n at W a t e r g a t e
was o n l y t h e b e g i n n i n g
of a m a s s i v e b e t r a y a l of
A m e r i c a n trust. Weisbrot
concluded with a reminder
t h a t d e m o c r a c y is n e v e r
s e c u r e and t h a t p e o p l e
w i l l a l w a y s be t e m p t e d to
abuse power.
T r a n s i t i o n i n g i n t o a ref l e c t i o n on f i l m . E i s e n described t h e i n d u s t r y ' s history d u r i n g the W a t e r g a t e
era. A c c o r d i n g to Eisen.
ihe m o v i e - g o i n g
experience in the 1970s was imm e n s e l y d i f f e r e n t than it
is t o d a y . F.isen r e f e r r e d to
m o d e r n s o c i e t y 's obsession
with
constant
entertainm e n t and s t i m u l a t i o n as an
"e m b a r r a s s i n g " aspect of
our c u l t u r e .
Films in the 1970s were

i n t e n d e d to i n s t r u c t , inform , c h a l l e n g e ideas and
p r o v i d e p e o p l e w i t h stories
they had n e v e r c o n s i d e r e d
before. Thus , All the President 's Men , r e l e a s e d so
q u i c k l y after the scandal in
1976 , was e x t r e m e l y well
r e c e i v e d and s u c c e s s f u l .
P e o p l e r u s h e d to theaters
hoping
to
gain
understanding
about
w h a t had h o r r i f i e d and

People rushed
to theaters
hoping to gain
understanding
about what
had horrified
and changed
the landscape
of American
politics and
journalism.

changed the
landscape
of
American . politics
and j o u r n a l i s m .

E i s e n also n o t e d t h a t the
D i r e c t o r A l a n J. P a k u l a
s p e c i a l i z e d in
paranoid
thrillers , which have fallen out of the f i l m i n d u s try because , a c c o r d i n g to
Eisen , "We do not b e l i e v e
in p a r a n o i a . "
Overall , the presentat i o n r e a s s e r t e d A l l the
P r e s i d e n t 's Men 's a u t h o r ity in r e p r e s e n t i n g Carl
B e r n s t e i n a n d Bob Woodward' s
fine
American
journalism.
It
reminds
viewers.
as
Professor
W e i s b r o t s t a t e d , t h a t our
f r e e d o m s are n e v e r s e c u r e
a n d t h a t we m u s t f i g h t
for t h e m as B e r n s t e i n and
Woodward did.

By MADELINE STRACHOTA
MANAGING EDITOR

said. A l b e r t s o n did not anticipate that baking a few
dozen cupcakes for friends
would lead to opening a
storefront in downtown Wat e r v i l l e on Oct. 29.
"It 's -called the 'Blessed
Life ' because when we
started , the. c i r c u m s t a n c e s
were not always the greatest , I started baking pies
when my h u s b a n d was out
of work just for a l i t t l e extra money w h i l e I was doing daycare. He was out of
work for a l m o s t a year. And
the pies h e l p e d support us. "
Thus , the bakery found
its name. "I guess that it is
easy to be blessed when you
don 't have much ," she said.
Now , A l b e r t s o n works
with a team of two to provide Waterville with
a
meticulously
welcoming,
m a i n t a i n e d haven with only
the freshest baked goods.
Without the h e l p of "lots
of friends , lots of donating
time , lots of volunteers ,"
i n c l u d i n g support from her
two sons and husband , the
bakery wouldn 't be possible. "My husband is very
involved. He works at one
of the local m i l l s and after
his shift , he comes in and
helps me close d o w n and

clean dishes ," she said.
The B l e s s e d Life B a k ery j o i n s a n o t h e r Wat e r v i l l e newcomer Holy
C a n n o l i ! in the p a s t r y
i n d u s t r y , t h o u g h it differentiates itself with a
t r a d i t i o n a l A m e r i c a n bakery feel and by o f f e r i n g
additional meal specials.
Albertson
said , "There
is r e a l l y n o t h i n g l i k e us
a r o u n d [in W a t e r v i l l e ] . "
Monday t h r o u g h Thursday, 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
F r i d a y 7:30 a .m. to 8
p.m. and S a t u r d a y 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m., the Blessed
L i f e Bakery p r o m i s e s its
s t a p l e s such as m u f f i n s ,
cream r o l l s and freshly
brewed
seasonal
coffe e
a l o n g w i t h a q u i c h e and
s o u p of t h e day. O t h e r daily s p e c i a l s can be found on
the Blessed Life Bakery 's
Facebook page.
To
Albertson ,
"This
b a k e r y being in Waterv i l l e is a c t u a l l y a m i r a c l e .
We s t a r t e d s m a l l and...
stepped out on f a i t h and
c a m e down here. "
This Monday at 5 p.m.,
enjoy free samples from
the Blessed Life Bakery in
LoPo , courtesy of the Colby-Waterville Alliance.

The aroma of freshly
baked c i n n a m o n rolls and
raspberry t u r n o v e r s is sure
to lure customers i n t o the
Blessed Life B a k e r y at all
hours of the day.
Each m o r n i n g , Sharalyn
Albertson
begins baking
at 3:45 a.m. and c o n t i n u e s
until 5 p.m., offering "the
homemade pies and t h i n g s
that you may have r e m e m bered as a c h i l d , but we
funk them up a bit. "
A l b e r t s o n likes to t h i n k
of the Blessed Life Bakery
as a "vintage bakery " with
a twist. She said , "I t a k e the
recipes that you m i g h t have
r e m e m b e r e d your grandmother or m o t h e r c o o k i n g
and k i n d of switch them
up—instead of molasses.
I ' l l do a fresh ginger m o l a s ses....We will do a caramel
apple w i t h a h o m e m a d e caramel sauce that is dripped
over it before it 's cooked
and a caramel pecan c r u n c h
pump kin pie instead of a
t r a d i t i o n a l p u m p k i n pie. "
While r u n n i n g a h o m e
daycare , a b u s i n e s s she operated for 1 1 years until
last September , A l b e r t son
began
selling
her
baked goods.
Last
October,
her
home
reopened as a
full service
home
bakery.
"The
bakery came
out of my
h u s b a n d being out of
work and my
m o t h e r passing
away
and me going t h r o u g h
her
recipes
and
trying
to reconnect
NOAH KOPP\THE COLBY ECHO
w i t h her that
Sharalyn Albertson opened the Blessed Life Bakery Oct 29 in downtown Waterville The
way, "
she Colby-YVaterville Alliance will sponser a free tasting on Monday at 5 p m in LoPo.

Now reopened! King advocates bipartisanship

RESTAURANT REVIEW: THE LAST UNICORN

By JENNIFER NALE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Last Unicorn was a
staple of Waterville dining for over a decade until
it closed for a few months
earlier this year. The restaurant recently reopened under
new management , and it is
far from a disappointment.
The Last Unicorn is conveniently located
between
Cancun and Silver
Street Tavern at
8 Silver Street
in
downtown
Waterville.
Chef-turnedowner Frank Ouellette
purchased
The Last Unicom from former
owners Joe and
Michelle
Plumstead after the
rocky economic
climate
forced
them to close the
restaurant.
The
Plumsteads were
extremely cooperative in the transition and allowed
Ouellette to open a
similar restaurant.
"They
said
they 'd be happy to sign off
on the name and pretty much
told mc that any reci pes go
with it and then I purchased
all the equi pment and eve r y t h i n g , " Ouellette told the
Morning Sentinel on Aug.
11. "They 're amazing people ," he said.
Since the restaurant 's reopening, the menu has a few
alterations , but many fan favorites remain.
My personal favorite was
the cheese dip appetizer ,
which is a delightful combination of cheeses melted together and served with freshly baked baguette. In my
opinion , it is the best way to
start the meal.
Other appetizers included
ducktrap smoked salmon ,
baked brie and a homemade
goddess-dressing green salad.

The main courses are on
rotation with a full list of
specials that vary from night
to night.
I treated myself to the crab and
havarti tortellini with a cream
sauce, served with smashed potatoes and a side of roasted zucchini. While I was immensely
pleased with my decision , the
Thai-sizzling catfish, sweet potato gnocchi and Chesapeake
crab cakes were
tempting back-up
options. I might
need to take a trip
back soon.
For the meal 's
finale , The Last
Unicorn offered
three house-made
desserts that rotate every night.
I opted against
the
chocolate
tort 'e to try a
cookies n * cream
cheesecake that
was absolutely
delicious.
Gluten-free
friends need not
be intimidated
by the decadent
offerings—the
Last
Unicorn
has gluten-free
and vegetarian
options
available for those
with special dietary needs.
Even avid m e a t - e a t e r s
may be t e m p t e d to go vegetarian for the n i g h t .
Equipped with a full bar ,
varied wine and beer lists ,
as well as specialty drinks ,
the r e s t a u r a n t is r e l a t i v e l y
reasonable priced.
The Last U n i c o r n is open
for lunch with prices in the
$8 to $10 range for salads
and sandwiches , w h i l e dinner entrees range from $17
to $20.
Reservations are recommended and eager eaters
should call 207-873-9363
for to reserve a table. Another great option for date
night , dinner w i t h parents ,
or just a treat for a night
out with friends , the Last
Unicorn is a sure bet for a
great-tasting meal.

While I was
immensely
pleased with
my decision,
theThavsizzBng
catfish, sweet
potato gnocchi
and
Chesapeake
crab cakes
weretempting
back-up
options.

Chef fest competition
By GRACE BALDWIN
NEWS STAFF

On Wednesday, Oct. 24 ,
College students gathered for
the second annual Chef Fest , a
culinary contest between Sodexo Food Services from various colleges in New England.
This year, chefs represented
Thomas College, Endicott
Merrimack
ColCollege ,
lege , University of New England (UNE), Maine Maritime
Academy (MMA) and Colby.
Two chefs from each school
joined efforts to prepare a main
course of their choice. Each
team served its meal in small
portions , allowing everyone to
sample each dish.
Each dish incorporated an
assortment of ingredients that
were unexpected and innovative , but most attendees agreed

that the unusual combinations
were highly successful.
Colby chefs Brian Beaupain
and Bon Phonphai took first
place in the contest for the second year in a row. The reluming champions prepared beef
roulade stuffed with local Cheddar, walnuts and fresh herbs
and served it with local pumpkin risotto cake with balsamic
reduction sauce.
Endicott College claimed
second place for its fried
Maine rock shrimp served
over roasted butternut squash
and corn risotto. Another
highlight was Thomas College 's eccentric take on eggs
benedict with fresh rock crab ,
sauteed sp inach , shallots and
smoked salmon.
"Chef Fest was the best meal
1 have had at Colby so far," said
Will Vietze '15. "I'll definitely
go back next year."

By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Having
claimed
the
closely scrutinized race for
Maine 's senate seat , former governor and senatorelect , Angus King, holds
Washington
captivated
as officials await his announcement of party a f f i l i ation in Congress.
The recentl y elected independent
from
Brunswick , Maine had been
the front-runner in the
state 's senate race since
incumbent Senator Ol ympia Snowe announced her
plans to resign at the end
of this term.
Snowe , a moderate Rep u b l i c a n , was w i d e l y respected for her bi p a r t i san p o l i t i c s , and cited her
frustration with the hyperpartisan
a t m o s p h e r e in
Washington as the cause
of her r e t i r e m e n t , according to a Nov. 13 a r t i c l e in
CBS News.
Promising to act as a
similarly open-minded successor to Snowe , King told
CBS News that he would
support "the best ideas , regardless of party, to find
common sense solutions. "
Throughout the election ,
King expressed his determination to increase cooperation between Democrats and
Republicans in Washington.
"I want to talk about
how independent I can remain ," he said in an interview with National Public
Radio (NPR) on Nov. 6.
"My goal is to be as independent as I can be as long
as I can be. I also want to
talk about w h e t h e r there
are some changes that can
be made to the Senate rules
so that the- place can work
b e t t e r— T h a t 's what I' ve
bee n hearing on the street
for
ei ght
months— 'go
down there and get them to
talk to each other. '"
Regardless of his reluctance to affiliate entirely
with either side , King will
select a party with which to
caucus within the next few
weeks. With minor increases

By CARU JAFF
NEWS STAFF

This year, the Colby Volunteer Center (CVC) has p ioneered an initiative called
"CVC's Good Deed of the
Week (GDOW)." The goal of
this program is to bridge the
gap between the College and

"I hope that
this makes
volunteering
more of a
Colby value
than it has
been in the
past."
Dan CcMSrt

COURTESY OF GRACE BALDWIN
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energy company and served
as a visiting lecturer at Bowdoin College in Brunswick.
poliK i n g 's proposed
cies are considered relat i v e l y liberal. The 68-yearold Senator-elect supports
President Obama 's h e a l t h care policy, tax increases
for the w e a l t h y d e p e n d i n g
on the country 's economic
state , extension of the national debt limit , legalization of gay marriage and
abortion and a balanced
budget a m e n d m e n t .
Nov. 6 also saw the approval of Question I , which

legalized the hotly debated
issue of same sex marriage
in the state. Maine was one
of four states to approve gay
m a r r i a g e in this election.
Republican Senator Susan
Collins , who will become
Maine 's senior senator upon
Snowe 's resignation , looks
forward to working with
King on upcoming issues.
She told CBS News. "I' m
sure that A n g u s and I will
be meeting soon to discuss
committee assi g n m e n t s and
how we can work together to
meet the challenges facing
our state and our nation. "
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CVC's Good Deeds of the Week

Associate Director of the CVC

Students waited patiently to samp le signature dishes from Sodexo
chefs throug hout the Northeast. The College 's chefs won best dish!

in Democratic Senate holdings since the Nov. 6 election , either decision is not
expected to sway the current
party balance drastically.
While K i n g claimed a
victory early in the evening, R e p u b l i c a n candidate
Charlie Summers ensured
that the race was far from
a shoo-in. Democratic candidate C y n t h i a Dill , who
shares a s i m i l a r p l a t f o r m
with the I n d e p e n d e n t , also
challenged King.
Maine 's governor from
1995 to 2003, King founded
Independence Wind , a wind

Waterville and involve students i n . c o m m u n i t y service
programs.
GDOW offers a new volunteer project every week to
engage students with varying interests and concerns.
Associate Director of the
CVC Dan Covert '13 said ,
"the Good Deed of the Week
is essentially a show-upand-volunteer
opportunity
that we are bringing to Colby each week. "
According to Covert , this

year promises new and ex- Neuter Clinic hel ped with to expand the Good Deed of
and provided the Week and get everyone
citing opportunities to en- registration
on this campus involved. "
support for Paw Pals.
hance student involvement.
In a d d i t i o n . Covert aims
Before Halloween , stuSo far, the CVC has put
forth four new good deeds dents volunteering at the Al- to bring GDOW farther out
of the week: Karate Tim- fond Youth Center organized into the town of Waterville.
ing, Paw Pal Neuter Clinic , and ran various stations at By branching out from the
Haunted House at the Al fond the Halloween Extravaganza Hill , GDOW can potentially
Youth Center and Tree Deco- event. Lastly, students set up expand past Waterville and
rating at Goodwill Hinckley. and fluffed trees for local or- into other neighboring towns
Each provides a service op- ganizations and non-profits in Maine.
"There are a ton of stuportunity for busy students to decorate.
CVC members hope to dents that v o l u n t e e r at Colwithout imposing a required
but there are also many
by,
watch the program continue
time commitment.
"I've been told by many stu- to expand in the future. "1 students who never leave the
dents that the reason that they hope that this makes vol- Hill and don 't really know
don 't volunteer is that they don 't unteering more of a Colby what its like in Waterville ,"
have enough time to commit to value than it has been in the Covert said. "Waterville is
one of our weekly programs," past ," Covert said. "We 're a very poor community, and
Covert said. By putting forth all in a great position to give it certainly needs help from
the initiative of GDOW, the back , so why not? We hope Colby students. "
CVC is allowing students a
chance to engage in community service
that
might
have
otherwise been unmanageable
in their schedules.
Students
who
volunteered at Karate Timing
interacted
with Waterville
youth
by
keeping
score
and
t i m i n g Fights
at a Karate
tournament
at the Alfond
Youth Center.
¦
¦
Those
who ¦
COURTESY orre rsvTRT
spent time at Volunteers participating m the Colby I'olunteer Center s Good Deed of the Week
the Paw Pal initiative visited the Good Will in Hinckley to help with the Festival of Tree Flutters

And Then $h!+ Got Real...:
A Night of Racial Parodies
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"Cries of Revelation"
Lunchtime Lecture on Music Composition !
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Artist's Talk: Andrea Tilden on
Etch-A-Sketch Drawing
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Men's Hockey vs. Williams
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7 p.m.
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Women's Hockey vs. Southern Maine
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Opus One Wine: Only Three Bottles!!
Now Only 189.99 + Tax and Deposit
Woodchuck Ginger Cider
Now Only 16.99/case + Tax and Deposit
Saranac 12 Pack
Now Only 7.98 + Tax and Deposit
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THIS WEEK'S FORECAST
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Art Department Sculpture Lecture:
Sculptor Brenda Garand

TUESDAY

.
Diwali: The Festival of Lights

Celebrate Diwali with the South Asian community
• at Colby. There will be Bollywood dancing, musical
stylings and'Indian food. ~ *

_* 6:3° p-m-
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Art Museum
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Art Museum/015 Lower Jette
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Pugh Center
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Making Your Campus Safe for LGBTQ
Students: Creating a Supportive
Campus Climate

Carla Ahronson
'
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Diamond 122
7 p.m.

FRIDAY

1

Parker Reed Room
12 p.m.

SUNDAY

¦

Ostrove Auditorium
8 p.m.

Hip Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes

!

I
Transferring Societies After Political
¦
Violence: Reflection on Truth,
Reconciliation and Healing in South Africa
and Northern Ireland
&

Level l
's Sunny: Ski Film
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7:30 p.m., Fri. and Sat, at 7:30 p.m.
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Page Commons

Turning Away from Hate with Former 1
Neo-Nazi White Supremacist TJ Leyden

Lorimer Chapel

i

BMR

12 p.m.

I
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Students will share narratives on issues of concious or unconcious bias and participate In seeking solutions and reconciliation as a community.

Noontime Art Talk:
Colby's 'Herstory':
Maggie Llbby's Hidden
¦ Histories
¦
¦

Music at Colby Concert Series:
Collegium Chamber Singers & Players

H
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Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
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STUDENTS IN THE SPA
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"David Flndlay, because he won't let us go to his house for dinner."
- Marcus Josefsson13 and Thomas Abe 13
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"Adam Howard, because he is a really good chef, so he could cook the meat"
"
- Bri Wheeler 14
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"Otto Bretscher, because he is the man."
¦Ian McDonnell 13
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"Professor Kugler, because we have a lot In common.'
. Katherine Kibler '16
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Orlando, Fla. and Bibb County, Ala.
Florida Democrat Earl K. Wood and Alabama
Republican Charles Beasley both won their respective
races in the Nov. 6 election. However, neither man will
be taking office , as each died weeks before the
election. Despite their passings, both men remained
on their state ballots and won their contest^by a
comfortable margin. Wood , who ran for a 12th term as
Orange County Tax Collector in Orlando , Fla., died on
Oct. 15 at age 96 from natural causes. He received 56
percent of the votes for the seat he had occupied for
almost 50 years. Beasley died on Oct. 12 at age 77
while trying to secure his old seat on the Bibb County
Commission in centra l Alabama. He won 52 percent
of the vote against incumbent Commissioner Walter
Sansing. In Florida, the Democratic party
selected State Legislator Scott Randolph to
assume Wood 's position in office . In Alabama , Governor Robert Bentley will appoint a new commissioner.
¦
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"David Simon. He is the nicest man and actually knows my grandparents."'
- Elliot Marsing 14
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"Chandra Bhimull, because 1 think she would like Brooklyn."
-BetteHala
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What's old is newagain: Lysistrata
takeson the past and present
By DAVID DINICOLA
NEWS STAFF

Colby Theater and Dance revitalized an ancient show this past weekend, adding youth and nuance to the
comedy Lysistrata by Aristophanes.
Based on the English translation
by Alan Sommerstein and adapted
by Associate Professor and Chair of
the Theater and Dance Department
Lynne Conner, Lysistrata works as
a veritable satire of plays like Aeschylus 's The Suppliants while simultaneously conveying subversive
messages about the relationships between gender and power.
Mary Randall '13 starred as the
titular Lysistrata , as well as her
modern counterpart , Lisa. The roles
of both characters are central to
bridge between the classical theme
and the modern dialogue. Both
women combat their aggressive and
tumultuous societies by using their
wit and sexuality.
Along with her comrades—Callie
(Olivia Gould '16), Meerie (Anna
Doy le '15), Tova (Ginger Brooker
*14), Fatimah (Jessica Aronis '16),
Mei (Sally Ton Jin '15), 1-Pito
(Alexis Atkinson ' 15) and LiP P (Diamond Drayton ' 16)—Lisa galvanizes women from various different
cultures and facets of society to passively combat the violence and greed
proliferated by the men through a
universal vow of abstinence.
Lysistrata 's crusade is supp lemented by the efforts of the elderly
women, led by Stratyllis (Diana Sun-

COURTESY OF JEFF EARICKSON

Lysistrata, an adaptationof an ancientplay, wasperformedin StriderTJieater last week by studentsin the Theater and DanceDepartment.
der '13), who manage to overthrow
an important public house in each
of their respective time periods. The
Hellenistic texts has the women barring access to the Athenian Acropolis , whereas the modernity seems to
view our banks as akin to this ancient house of worship.
Feeling affronted by a clash of
forceful overthrow and passive
resistance for peace , the old Athe-

UKE MOTHER, UKE DAUGHTER
'

¦—— ¦*¦

,

nian men , led by Flacidius (Will
Bonney ' 16) enter into a literal
Greek chorus aimed to confront
their female counterparts.
With music by Peter de Klerk and
percussion by Mark Macksoud , Conner 's version of Lysistrata was able
to move into the new age of drama
with a melange of pop music and a
vast variety of multimedia effects.
The Magistrate , played by Bren-

1

dan Leonard '16, served as the primary conduit for the slapstick humor
utilized throughout the play. After
some sociological debates about the
equivalency of men versus women,
the women wind up emasculating the
Magistrate and the old men, driving
home the euphemistic dialogue referenced earlier in the piece.
This dialogue, however, is not
solely for entertainment purposes.

The strike, along with the usage of
props as metaphors for sex and power alike, seem to be aimed to combat
some very poignant questions about
the formation of our modern society.
As Conner suggested in a note
to the audience, "Though [Aristophanes] did not clearly support
the war by the time Lysistrata was
produced , he was probabl y more interested in using the structure and
methods of the comic theater as a
weapon against his political enemies than in staffing a piece of
anti-war propaganda."
In contrast to the ancient text,
Conner 's adaptation points to the
possibility of peace as the play
shifts from Ancient Greece back to
modern America. "My adaptation of
Lysistrata is also a play built upon
a happy idea," she continued in her
note. "A borderless globe filled with
citizens of the world."
The final scene showcased this
optimism as screens flashed on ,
men and soldiers lowered their
figurative guns, erasing the boundaries they had built. "Unlike Aristophanes ," Conner wrote, "I believe passionately in the wisdom
and power of a feminine/humanist
world view that resolutely critiques
the status quo."
While the subject matter Lysistrata explores has a somewhat absurdist
undertone, the show is, at its crux,
incredibly serious. As the show began , Conner left the audience with
one final thought: "[Lysistrata] is a
fantasy, yes. But in imagining a different world order, perhaps we move
closer to a better future."

THIS WEEK AT THE MOVIES:

1

FLAGSHIP CINEMAS
j

Twilight: Breaking Dawn Part II
l:u0 p.m t , l:4fi p.m., 3:45 p'.m., 4:20 p.m., 6:50 p.lh.k'5f#0 p.m., '
9:20 p.m., 9:50 p.m.
Flight
12:55 p.m., 3:50 p.m., 6:40 p.m., 9:35 p.m.
Argo
1:20 p.m., 3:55 p.m., 6:55 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Skyfall
12:45 p.m., 1:35 p.m., 3:45 "p.m., 4:30 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:40 p.m.
Taken 2
4:15 p.m., 7:10 p.m., 9:15 p.m.
Cloud Atlas
12:50 p.m.

WEIMING HUANG/THE COLBY ECHO

Mothersanddaughters gathered
in the Museumof Art this weekendfor a self-portrait drawing workshop.

Wreck-It Ralph/Wreck-It Ralph 3D
4:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m./l:10 p.m., 9:25 p.m.

BEING REAL AND BEING A WRITER

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMAS
The Sessions
2:50 p.m., 4:55 p.m., 7:00 p.m. (Daily)
9:00
p.m.
(Fri/Sat)
and 12:45 p.m. (Sat/Sun)
plus
The Perks of Being a Wallflower
3:00 p.m., 5:05 p.m., 7:10 p.m. (Daily except no 7:10.p.m. Sun)
plus 9:15 p.m. (Fri/Sat) and 12:55 p.m. (Sun)
Led Zeppelin: Celebration Day
12:30 p.m. (Saturday, Nov. 17) and 7:10 p.m. (Sunday, Nov. 18)
The Big Picture
,
4:35 p.m. (Daily)
8:40
p.m.
(Fri/Sat)
and
12:25
p.m.
(Sat/Sun)
plus

WEIMING HUANG/THE COL BY ECHO

The Pier
2:40 p.m., 6:50 p.m. (Dail y)

]
E t g a r K e, raewell-known
t
OverIsraeli
writeranaf i l m m a, delivered
ker
theonnualLipman
LectureonMonaaynigh. tUled'lsReality
rated?''The author readf rom hispastcollections, discussedhiswritingprocessandansweredquestionsfrom
the audience

OFF THE HILL A&E NEWS
General David Petraeus, director of the CIA, stepped down this week after his affair with author and journalist Paula Broadwell was exposed. According to Slate Magazine (and later, multiple outlets), the two reportedly began their affair when Broadwell wrote Petraeus ' 2012 biography, titled All In: The Education of General David Petraeus. The New York Post mentioned this week that since the scandal broke, sales numbers for the book have significantly increased.
Reuters reported Friday that megastar Taylor Swift will be headlining the American staple "New Year's Rockin' Eve" Dec. 31. No word yet on who she'll have to
kiss at midnight , but we're all guessing it 'll make a great #1 single.
Just because this is Jersey Shore 's last season doesn 't mean the cast is read y to fade from the limelight. Fan favorite Vinny Guadagnino will get his own show,
which will air on MTV once Jersey Shore wraps. The Wrap explained that the show "will be a hy brid talk/reality show and will shatter the typical talk-show
format by taking the biggest celebrities out of the studio and into Vinny 's family home in Staten Island, N.Y."

REVIEWS

Course:A listof S p i e l bs'egrwtesthits
Refresher
rg
toyouready f o rlAnocAn
biopic
, thisfalPsmostanticipated
By Jack iMvlson, ContributingWriter

Steven Spielberg is certainly one of the
most famous directors of our time. He has
created countless classic films from Jaws to
Jurassic Park.From the reviewsand buzz
suiroundinghis next film, Lmcolnt Spielberg
has taken yet anothergrand step in his flimography,crafting a newdepictionof oneofdie
most belovedU_J. presidents. In honorofhis
new film reachingwide release thisweekend,
hercLsak>*_tthelObesln1
msSpielbeigr__
directed, starting with numbers 10 to six and
with more detail provided about the top five:

of world weariness and idealism that holds
the film's later acts together.Spielberg won
his second directing prize at die Academy
Awards for Ry a n, and he deserved it for the
gpgc^ r~~ppct mi ^^f *~rw ^*rffhV1^t "7th w&*&
he handled this depiction of world war DL

from die opening scenetnvotvmgthe gigantic stone ballthat chases Indy, to die basket
chase in a market, to die escape of Indy via
basically any mode of transportationpossible, are all excellent and well-executed
Though die subject matter is sonietimes
dark and creepy, Spielberg never takes the
,S '
film too seriouslyand makes it into a stuM: Jews(1975)
The film that put Spielberg on the map, pendously engaging and entertaining film
Jaws is a movie of which everyone knows Taking into account die exquisite art directhe story; a giant man-eating great white tion, die memorable score (once again)
shark lays claim to die waters off a New by John Williams, and Harrison Ford's
York beach community, and die police movie-star performance as Jones, Spiel#10: C-ftAAfe^Kw 01(2002)
chief, aided by a rough fishing captain and berg catches lightning in a bottk again with
#9: Munich(2005)
young specialist, must find a way to stop it this fun spin on the action adventure film
#8: Close Encountersof the
The score is iconic to say the least, that is at once very familiar and very new.
ThirdKind(1977)
striking fear in moviegoerswith a few
#7: A.l Artificial Intelligence(2001)
#2: Scanner
's List(1993)
notes. The acting by Roy Scheider, Robot
M: MinorityReport(2002)
Shaw and Richard Dreyfuss is excellent
Schindlers List represented a monuThe real achievement here is the prec- mental shift in Spielberg's moviemaking,
m. SavingPrivateRyan(1998)
edent Spielberg set for suspense and horror and surpassed people's expectations of
Spielberg's unflinching portraitof a team moviesthatcame after it By withholdingthe what he could create from the tale of Osof eight men trying to find one soldier in shark from the audience for almostan hour, kar Schindkr, a German businessman who
World WarII Franceis an epic in every sense Spielberg increases viewers' weariness and makes it his mission to save as many Jews
of the word Much has been written about anxiety (though the reason behind this was held in a concentration camp as he can.
liisextremelyrealistic opening sequence that more to do with the fact that die arurnatronic
Actor Liam Neesonsuccessfully inhabdepicts the landing on Omaha Beach on D- shark they constructed didn't work during its the character and remains an enigma
Day, June 6, 1944, and everythingwritten is much of the fUrning). Despite the unbear- to die audience yet absolutely connects
true; the scene is the greatestwar sequencein able tension created, the best moment in with them as well. Ralph Fieimes plays
cinema history. It is bloody, harrowing, dis- Jaws comes from a monologue by Robert perhaps one of die greatest embodiments
turbmgandmasterfully directedThe camera Shaw about the U.S.S. Indianapolis where of evil portrayed on film as the commanspins in every direction, and there is sheer his character surviveda shark feeding frenzy. dant in charge of a concentration camp.
terror on screen, absolute carnage on display.
The two MVPs ofZitf are, typically,John
Everything that comes afterward re#3: Raidersof the Lost Ark (1981) wuliams and Spielberg himself; Williams'
tains the gritty nature of its opening moSpielberg had been reported to have score is gorgeous, and it reachesfor the heart
ments, and it becomes more of a char- said that he wanted to make a Bond enough without becoming too obtrusive.
acter piece exploring the morals that movie badly. George Lucas approached However, Spielberg's restraint in sentimenaccompany war and trying to retain them. him with Raidersof the Lost Ark in- tality and pursuit of tTafting a realistic depicThough sonietimesoverly preachy and a stead, and in die process, Spielberg craft- tionof the Holocaust while showing a tale of
. tad too sentimental at the end (a minor flaw ed the greatest action film of all time. human decency is quintessential Spielberg.
in many Spielberg films). Saving Private
With every frame and every scene shot,
Fun, witty and always entertaining,RaidRyanis a tnanendous film, one that has be- erstells the story of IndianaJones, a profes- Spielberg investshis entiresoul into a picture,
come a staple of the Hollywood war genre. sor and archaelogist-aivertturer who gpes but he does notweigh it down with scntirnenTomHanks plays the squad's leader, Cap- after the Ark of the Covenant before the tality. He presents the eventsas they are, in all
tain John Miller, with the perfect balance Nazis seize it The action sequences here, their stark and hctrifyingmanner, and in the

NEWWRKMETR0M1X.COM

StevenSp ielberghasdirectedcountlessclassicsand has a newf i l mcomingout this November.
process he calls upon us to rememberthe sins
of the pastand those who fought for the hope
ofa differentfuture.Schindlers
List is nothing short ofa masterpiece, a film that should
be watchedby all at least once in their lifetime.

sion of E.T.'s progressivelearning are striking details that lead this to be a maturation
tale for not only Elliot but for the audience.
EX teaches tolerance and acceptance,
and provides the audience with a memorable character. Elliot is masterfully portrayed
ttU KT. The Extra Terrestrial (1982) by Henry Thomas and is someone with
That being said nry number one pick, whom we can all identify; he is alone, he is
E T, is also a masterpiece, just of a differ- sad he is immature and self-centered until
ent kind A superior depiction of childhood this ugly creature comes along and helps
and the pains that accompanygrowing up, him along in his process of growing up.
the film is saidto be veryreflectiveof SpielThe conclusion is a personalall-time faberg's own childhood ET. tells the story vorite, and Spielberg's direction of the actors
of young Elliot, who has an older brother, and command of the scene is so gentle and
a younger sister, a mother who works loving, and combined with Williams' fantasas much as she can and an absent father. tic score, makes for an incredibly emotional
One day, an ugly and fat alien stumbles and cathartic experience. E.T. tells Elliot to
into his yard and., .the rest of the story is come with him, and Elliot tells KT. to stay.
well known: theybecomefriends. The care And as if we could forget, ET. touches his
and intimacy with which Spielberg films finger to Elliot's forehead and says, 'I'll be
ET. and Elliot's interactions is heartwarm- right here." There is no more beautiful yet
ing and brings the audience to love both simple moment in film. ET will always
of these characters. The artistic decisions be Spielberg's highest achievement, and
made by Spielberg including not to show will always be there to teach more genany adults, besides his mother, above the erations about the trials, tribulations and
waist for the film's firsthalf and the progres- adventure that can come from childhood

't disappointfar
old'or newp l a y e r s
The Echoif i r severVtdeo
gamereview:Assassins
C r e e d I Idoesn
I
t
By Dan Sunderland, News Editor

Ubisoft's anticipated video game AssassinsCreedHI will leave bothveterans
and newcomersto die series riveted and
ready to immerse themselvesin this highly comprehensive action game.
For those unfamiliar with die series,
die basis of die plot is that the assassin
and Templar orders have been overtly
and covertly battling for centuries due to
their very different value systems. The
Templars believe that the world and its
peoples need to be controlled by powerful individuals with vision and that this
will lead to universal prosperity. The
assassins, however, believe in self-detennination, die power of the individual
and the ability of the human race to come
together and do what is right
The AssassinsCreed series focuses on
a time-loop system in which present-day
protagonist Desmond Miles relives the
lives of his assassin ancestors in order
to learn their skills, piece together a lost
history and commune wi th a mysterious
group called "The First Civilization" in
order to save the world Assassins Creed
III continues this story and includes a
new time loop, this one during theAmerican Revolutionary War.
The story itself is a testament to die
writers' capabilities.Though the previews

j

and early game footage emphasizedprotagonist Connor Kenway, the ancestor
to whom the player is first introducedis
Haytham Kemvay,his father. This small
surprise leads to a significant plot twist,
and that is only the beginning of the story.
Character development and the complexity of the story will not disappoint in this
game. Additionally, the interwoven nature of the fictional story and true history
continuesto be exceptional in this new
volume of the series. Historical figures
such as Benjamin Franklin and George
Washingtonappear in the game, and players cantake port mn__sic>nsthat shape the
fabric of the Revolution. This feature of
the series is a great boon to its success.
The voice talents from the previous
games are the same, very notably including John de Lancie as Desmond's father.
Best known as the actor who portrayed
"Q" in variousiterations of the Star Thek
series, de Lancie is science fiction royalty
and has had an exceptional career in this
genre.His inclusion in the last game, Assassins Creed: Revelations, was an incredibly pleasant surprise, and it was great
to hear him more in this one.
The graphics of the game have also
evolved The AssassinsCreed series has
been known for its breathtaking scenes

in which a player can roam around an
entire city without the nuisance ofa load
screen. This is still true, and the designers
of die game have also added some new
effects. Tree-climbing is the most exciting of these. While players have been
able to climb just about every building
in the previous games, tree-climbing
has been off-limits. However, it is now
possible to scale trees just as easy as
buildings, with appropriate and realistic
movements. The buUding-climbing and
running movements have also become
slightly moreaccurate.
New weather effects have also been
added. These are bom visual and interactive in that large piles of snow are difficult to trudge through and storms and fog
make it easier to sneak up on opponents.
The territory mini-games and assignments available in this game are similar
Creed: Revelations
,
to those of Assassins
but there has beena major addition in the
form of naval combatand a major change
in the way assassins are recruited to the
brotherhood Naval combat is very reminiscent of the system employed by Sly
3: Honor Among Thieves, though much
morerealistic and developed These missions secure trade routes or aid in the
fight against the Templars. The assassins

system has also changed in that recruitment is much more complicated than the
simple "save the citizen" dynamic in the
previous games. This new system allows
die player to be much more involved in
the creationofa new assassin, not as a total pawn but as a character in their own
right There are missions designed specifically to facilitate this goal. The expeditions are similar in that they involve direct
involvement by the player in order to reap
rewards, i.e. rjrotecting trade convoys.
The multiplayer componentof the AssassinsCreed series has been an incredibly
popular feature since its additioa Assassins
Creed III continuesin this great tradition,
expanding the customization capabilities
and adds more graphic features. The customizable profile sets from the previous
games have been kept largely unchanged
though the options have expanded Unlockable featuresare still included for specific multiplayerchallenges. In terms of the
graphics, the multiplayer menu system and
scoringmechanismhave beenstreamlined
and made morevisually stunning. Instead
of waiting for a new session to start while
watching the final numbers tally, the new
system shows the leaders' avatars and
some highlights from the game. Game
menusare easilyaccessible as you wait for
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the next session to load These improvements make those necessarywait times
less noticeable.
The one major criticism I have of this
game is the number of texture and object inconsistencies. Though gamers can
handle some texture problems, these are
usually minor in modem games. However,
some cut-scenes mat are not fully cinematic—rendered with the normal character modeIs rather than the more polished
versions—show non-playable characters
phasing through eachother.I also onceobserved a deerfloating a few inches above
a stump at an obtuseangle. Errors of these
type do not particularly affect the actual
gameplay, but they definitely detract from
the experience. I fervently hope that Ubisoft releases a patch that addresses these
problems soon because they are a dark
mark on an otherwiseexceptional game.
Overall, I give this game a 9.5/10 rating. Many improvements were made
from the last game; new elements were
added and the story continues to impress.
However, the texture flaws do detract
enough from the presentation of the game
that I cannot award a 10/10. However, 1
hope that these problems may be fixed,
and the game is still definitely worth the
price and time investment
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M. Rugbyreaches NewEngland Championship
By THOMAS ATTAL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

"Success breeds more success." If nothing else, the
Colby men 's rugby team ha;•
hacked up those words spoker 1
by co-captain Max Kanner "13.
Just one semester after winning the Beast of the East title
and Maine State title for the
first time in seven years, the
Mules made it to the final of
the New Eng land Rug by-Football Union (NERFU) playoffs.
The road to the final wasn 't
an easy one , however. "We
came into the playoffs with an1
at-large bid and with the seventh seed. We got in by point
differential having finished '
5-1. In general throughout the
regular season (and more sc'
throughout the playoffs) we
were the underdogs, which
is something we thrive ofi

of. We ' re always the smallest team on the field , and that
was certainly the case throughout the playoffs as well. That
kind of plays
into our hands ,
though , because
we 're usually the
better-coached
team , the team
that 's more in
shape and overall the team that
wants it most. In
all three games,
after some initial
jitters and getting used to the
other team 's size
and speed, we
were able to rely
on our strength
and our phenomenal coach",
Kanner said.
Tagged as the underdogs
and p laying on the road , Colby
overcame favored Westfield

State University 20-12 on
the back of tries from Kanner , Sam Poulin '14 and Maid
Strasevic '13. The win was
not without consequence, however as injuries
began to plague
the squad when
Ben Browne '13
went down. The
troubles would
continue:
"We
kind of ran out
of players towards the end.
We
lost
Ben
Browne
['13]
against
Westfield , we lost
Blake Korn ['15]
Max Kanner on first play of
Class of 2013 the
University
of Maine-Orono
(UMO)
game
and then we lost John Vanasse *I4 in the same game. "
Those blows weren 't enough

"We're always
the smallest
team on the
field , and that
was the case
throughout
the playoffs
as well."

PHQTO COURTESY OF TIM BADMINGTON

_

the NERFU semifinals in their
first season.
The next day, the team was
unable to pull off one last upset against powerhouse
New
England College
(NEC), and it
seems
injuries
may have had
their say in that ,
"Against NEC ,
we were missing
a couple of starters, and then we
lost Nick Warner
'14, I got yellow
carded (which results in a 10 minute suspension)
and at that point
the
floodgates
opened a bit. It
was 12-8 with 25 minutes to go,
and we actually scored first and
were only down 8-5 at the half,
but it finished at 37-8. They
had only allowed 10 points all

"Underdogs
once more,
Colby avenged
a regularseason loss to
UMO with a
resounding 3719 victory."

season in eight games. We were
sort of joking at the end that
we likely wouldn't have even
had enough players for the next
game had we won. "
The loss left the team a ]
frustrating three wins short of
playing in the National Championships , which take place
in Colorado next semester.
That doesn 't mean the team is
done working, though—they
intend to continue their climb
up the rugby hierarchy. For
starters, the team will attempt
to defend their state title this
spring. The main rival will
likely be UMO once more , but
with two Colby wins in the
past three showdowns, Kanner
feels "it's our game to lose. " A
potential rematch with NEC is
also in the offing; the Mules
faced them last year at the
Beast of the East tournament ,
and the sides have discussed
arranging a friendl y contest in
the spring.

Sports talk radio hits airwaves
From RADIO, Page 16

Colby flanker Nick Zeller '13 is lifted into the air on a lineout. Zeller. who
generally played in the forward pack, moved to the back line due to injury

to take down Colby, though.
Underdogs once more , Colby
avenged a regular-season loss
to UMO with a resounding 3719 victory.
The win came
in part thanks to
the defensive efforts and pair of
tries from Christien Laible '15.
But that wasn't
the only reason
Kanner pointed to
in explaining the
decisive victory.
He felt the team"
for the time played
the kind of rugby
and patterns our
Coach Leo taught
us. In the regular
season, we sometimes w eren 't challenged enough
to run our patterns properly, but it
was nice to see it come together
that way." The win also avenged
a loss the seniors had suffered in '

the Tigers in the World Series
last mongth. they invited their
friend Will Scott '14, who is a
die-hard Giants fan, into the studio to express his glee.
Even with baseball now in
the offseason , its offseason
activity provided a memorable exchange. The debate over
who should win the American
League Most Valuable Player
award is a divisive issue between baseball traditionalists
and the sabermetric crowd.
Steinhauser insists that Cabrera should w i n for his record-setting season on a playoff team while analyst Tim
Badmington ' 14 argues on
behalf of Mike Trout , noting
his equally impressive season
and superior baserunning and

defensive abilities. The ver- hope to add college sports to
dict should lend itself to even their lineup, with the college
football season
further
back
wrapping up and
and forth on the
college basketshow when the
ball just beginwinner is anning. Whatever
nounced
later
your
sport is ,
this month.
they have got
With
baseyou covered.
ball now in the
Killcoyne and
offseason
and
Steinhauser have
the NHL in the
plenty to talk
third month of
about these days,
its lockout , disbut Steinhauser
cussion focuses
did have some
pretty evenly bequalms
about
tween the NFL
and the NBA
Ty Steinhauser having enough
nowadays. Now
Class of 2014 to discuss when
they first started.
is the perfect
"I think when we
time to tune in
first found out
if you are a fan
of either of those two sports. we had a two-hour time slot, we
In upcoming shows, they were pretty sure that was way

"I think when
we first found
out we had a
two-hour time
slot , we were
pretty sure
that was way
too much time."

too much time. I was thinking
there would be some awkward
silences. But that first show
was really easy and we didn't
even get through everything we
had planned ," he said.
As their show progresses,
the duo hopes to take listeners *
calls about what is happening
in the wide world of sports.
You can call into their show by
dialing 207-859-5450.
Killcoyne and Steinhauser
are both thrilled with their radio show and hope to continue
on throughout the rest of their
time at Colby. "It has been a
ton of fun. It's very relaxed,
we banter and have a good time
with it", Killcoyne said.
So remember to tune in
from four to six on Tuesdays
to get a comprehensive look at
the week in sports.
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Potentiallost NHL seasonlooms
The best hockey league in
the world has been locked
out for two months. The players and league officials of
the National Hockey League
(NHL) have been deadlocked
in negotiations since this past
summer, and fans of hockey
worldwide are suffering for it.
On Sept. 16, the most recent
collective bargaining agreement (CBA) expired , and
the lockout began. Throughout
summer negotiations,
the league 's representatives
insisted that they would not
agree to even one more season under the then-current
CBA , and held true to their
word at the stroke of midnight
on the 16th , formally locking
the players association out
of their scheduled play. This
marks the NHL' s fourth labor
disagreement and third lockout in only 20 years .
1992 marked the first time
in the modern era that the NHL
had a labor dispute. If that
does not sound long enough
ago to worry, for reference,
one of the major bargaining
points during the 1992 players * strike was revenue over
trading cards, which amounted to 16 million dollars. This
time around, the discussions
have become much more complicated. The two sides—the
NHL
Players
Association
(NHLPA) and the League,
who represents the owners of
the NHL's 30 teams—have
had a difficult time even consistently scheduling talks.

In the wake of the last lockout that cancelled the entire
2004-2005 season, the league
saw drastically increased revenues and a boom in popularity. Hopes for the league 's future were high, and the sport
was rapidly making its name
back as the fourth of the major
sports in this country.
This past season the NHL
brought in its hi ghest revenues of all time, at about
three billion dollars. With so
much money in the balance , it
was bound to be delicate if the
Collective Bargaining Agreement were allowed to expire.
The two sides agreed not to
discuss anything CBA-retated
until the previous season had
ended , so as to allow the players and owners to keep their
full attentions on the ever important playoff race. As the
finals wrapped up, however,
optimism remained the philosophy of choice for players, managers, pundits and
fans alike, but did not survive
the summer. As the offseason
months dragged on with no
negotiations whatsoever, talk
of a third lockout under the
regime of commissioner Gary
Bettman began to take place.
Eight years ago, the prevailing sense was that the Players
Association was at fault for
the lockout. Sky-high salaries
for a league that was dwarfed
in revenue by the NBA ,. MLB
and NFL in time with several
high profile derogatory comments by notable players put
the public opinion sli ghtly
against the players initially.
But when the 2004 lockout
ended, the fans had suffered
through an entire season lost
and were hearing about a
bevy of new rule changes to
their beloved game. Recent

expansions , labor hostilities
and poor charisma on Bettman 's part quickly changed
the public 's tune. In the years
following the lockout , Bettman became the bogeyman of
the hockey world. This time
around , many have placed the
blame firmly on his shoulders.
2012's lockout is not as simple as many fans are making it
seem. There are two princip le
issues during this year 's negotiations. The first and perhaps
more complicated is the share
of Hockey-Related Revenue
(HRR). Aside from the seemingly absurd issue of not being
able to agree on what exactly
HRR entails , the current split
heavily favors the players.
The NHLPA took in 57 percent of HRR under the last
CBA, a fraction significantly
higher than the other major
sports leagues. Exacerbating
the problems caused by the
league's abnormally low split
is the lack of significant revenue sharing among teams. That
means that small market teams
have been strugg ling to even
stay above water for the last
few years, to speak nothing of
even making a profit. Franchises in Phoenix, Atlanta , Florida,
Tampa Bay, Colorado , Carolina and several others have not
just had a hard time fielding
competitive teams with their
limited budgets , but have also
tost millions of dollars each ,
forcing very serious cutbacks
in operational costs. The cuts
have of course slashed* player
salaries and hi gh-profile signings , but , less publicly, cut
thousands of support staff
and forced the teams to shrink
presence in their communities.
Youth hockey 's success has
been directl y tied to the outreach and popularity of pro-

fessional hockey, and in these
small markets the damage of
lost revenue extends beyond
the salary dents of a few millionaire athletes.
The second issue at stake is
the nature of player salary negotiations. Presently, there is
a league-wide issue of teams
issuing massive payouts to
star players that can nearly
bankrupt the team involved ,
purely for the sake of a star
name coming to their town.
The blame there has to land as
much on the owners as on the
players , since it is the owners
signing off on the contracts.
North American hockey
since 2004 has been proud
of its strict salary cap system
that has done a reasonable job
keep ing competitive parity
among the 30 teams , but the
new stretch contracts threaten
that. Put simply, a team can
get around the salary cap restrictions by extending the
length of a p layer 's contract
to nine , 10 has gotten so common that in recent years it has
become unextraordinary to
see a player with a contract
that suggests he will play into
his mid-to-late forties.
Talks have been sporadic
at best in recent weeks, with
each glimmer of hope quickly being followed by some
new brick wall in the negotiations process. The most
recent meeting ended with
public hostilities between the
two sides. Althoug h players
and owners both insist they
are working their hardest to
come to a deal to salvage at
least some of the season , two
months have already been lost
and the likelihood of another
full season dying under the labor battle is quickly becoming
a reality.

It isn't much ofa stretch to call
Josh Hamilton the most interesting free agent on the market this
winter (or the last handful of winters, for that matter). He has all the
elements that make for an intriguing (or, depending on whose side
you're on, frustrating) pickup.
First and foremost, he's a superstar. A tittle history lesson to
illustrate this point: Hamilton was
chosen first overall by the Tampa
Bay (then-Devil) Rays, and was
regarded as one of the best prospects in recent memory. He was
a true five-tool player, with a gorgeous left-handed swing and power
in spades. He was no slouch on the
mound either, showing off a fastball that sat around 96 MPH. That's
2.44 standard deviationsabove the
mean for left-handed Major League
pitchers, if you're keeping score.
He did this as an 18-year-old.
It's then that Hamilton's life
seemed to take a turn that was
scripted by Hollywood. After a
series of injuries, he fell in with
the wrong crowd at a tattoo parlor
and blew his four million dollar
signing bonus on crack. Fastforward 10 years, and Hamilton
has completed one of the most
remarkable comeback stories in
sports history. He's generally regarded as one of the most naturally talented players in the game,
and his results show it. Hamilton
has accumulated the eighth-most
Wins Above Replacement (via
Fangraphs) in Major League
Baseball over the last three years,
behind a veritable "who's who"
of Most Valuable Player candidates. In May against the Orioles,
he recorded one of only 16 fourhomer games in MLB history. In
short, Hamilton is one of the best
p layers in baseball.
Those crack-addicted years
have come back to haunt him,
though. Hamilton is notoriously
injury-prone, having reached the
150 game threshold only once in a
six-year career. Outside the lines,
several notorious slip-ups in his
sobriety have become nationwide
news, attaching (questionably deserved) baggage to his name.
Now he'll be 32 in May. He 's
demonstrated that he has trouble
staying healthy. At this point,

his capabilities in centerfield are
those of an emergency solution
"rather than a go-to option, The
slio^ansj are a poleritfaf^jublic
relations disaster. But the7' talent
is undeniable; in 2010, Hamilton
hit .401 against righties for the
whole season. He's hit a home
run in almost six percent of his
career at bats.
Josh Hamilton is the kind of
player every general manager has
to at least kick the tires on, because you can't afford not to with
this kind of generational talent
The teams who have taken the
next step and officially been declared interested in Hamilton are
the Nationals, Phillies, Mariners
and Orioles. The free-spending
Dodgers and Red Sox are also
considered prime contenders.
The Nationals have been attached to centerhclders for the
better part of a year. The tandem
of Bryce Harper and Roger Bernadina didn't perform up to par
in 2012, for defensive and offensive reasons, respectively. But if
they don't think that Harper is
capable of playing center, it 's not
clear why they 'd think Hamilton
could. Nonetheless, B.J. Upton ,
Michael Bourn and Melky Cabrera have all been linked to the
Nats in recent months. They certainly have the money for Hamilton, as they're tied up for only
62 million dollars in 2013; that's
30 million less than they spend
this year. They're also in winnow mode after making their first
playoff appearance.
The Mariners are not in winnow mode, but they are well
equipped for the future. Seattle
ranked sixth on Baseball America's annual farm system ranking list on the back of a stable
of young pitching studs James
Paxton, Danny Hultzen and Taijuan Walker. They're also on the
books for only 48 million dollars
in contracts in 2013, about half
of what they spent this year. As
it turns out, when you don't have
any good players you don 't have
to pay them very much.
The Phillies are a bit ofa headscratcher as far as why they're
linked to Hamilton. They have
a big payroll, an aging team and
a lineup that already has issues
with being too dependent on lefthanded hitters. They also aren 't
particularly prepared to win now
or in the future, with a barren minor league system on top ofa disappointing .500 season in 2012.
Philadelphia is short on outfield
talent, though, and Ruben Amaro

seems just crazy enough to pull
the trigger.
Baltimore ^jg ^an intriguing
case, because pp" one^iows just
how good they really are. A stellar bullpen performance carried
them to the playoffs for the first
' time in 17 years, but the sustainability of the Orioles' success is
unsure at best. They also aren't
particularly flush with cash, even
though they aren't on the hook for
any ugly contracts for years in the
future (like the Phillies are with
Ryan Howard). They do need a
leftfielder though, after losing
Nate McLouth to free agency this
offseason (who ever thought that
would hurt?)
The Red Sox cut a bunch of
payroll this season in the infamous August trade, but the direction of the franchise is unclear,
and they'd like to go younger if
they can. The Dodgers, the recipients of all that contract bulk that
the Sox unloaded, could not be
more of a wild card. It's entirely
unclear how much their new ownership is willing to spend.
All told, the Washington seems
like the best fit. Outside of Jayson
Werth, they 're both young and
talented, which generally translates to a cheap, successful team.
An outfield of Hamilton, Harper,
and Werth would be a formidable
that could absolutely take a team

to the World Series. And I haven't
even mentioned their exceptional
pitching staff yet.
How much would it take for the
Nats to woo Hamilton? The Rangers offered him three years at 13
million annually to stay, but that
was just a formality. It 's been rumored that Hamilton's camp has
been asking in the range of seven
years/S 170 million, but that 's a lot
higher than anyone will bite for,
in all likelihood. He's a mediumrisk, high-reward type player,
and that's a formula that teams
are hesitant to go all-in on. The
players who have gotten such big
deals in recent years are players
with virtually no visible downside
—players like Joey Votto, Albert
Pujols, and Joe Mauer.
Teams will be reluctant to offer
a contract as long as seven years
because they don 't want to pay for
too much of Hamilton 's decline
phase. Couple that with his injury
risk and substance-abuse history,
in addition to a troublesome increasing strikeout rate, and Hamilton figures to be evaluated like
a big-ticket pitcher—with a discounted contract to match.
Given all these factors, a contract in the realm of five years and
$22-25 million seems to be the
most likely fit. Expect Hamilton
to go for five years and $115 million to the Nationals.

Hamiltonmakesriskyfree agent

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

Spencer Gopaul '13
SPORT:

Football
O "7
^
POSITION:
n J T
L?
Rushing
yards
Runningback
HOMETOWN:
Washington, D.C.
WHY: Gopaul led the Mules' rushing attack in a blowout, 17-point win over Bowdoin. He and quarterback Justin Ciero '16
combine for 249 rushing yards, as Gopaul
scored Colby's only two touchdowns of the
day. He also caught two passes for eight
yards, one of six Mules to catch a pass.
Bj

BY THE NUMBERS

8: Points scored by the men's rugby team
against New England College in the New
England Rugby Football Union championship
game. Prior to Sunday, NEC had only given up
eight total points.
11th: Place taken by star women's cross
country runner Berol Dewdney '13 at the at
the New England Division III Championships.
Dewdney qualified for the NCAA Championship meet with the performance .
90: Total yards of offense allowed by the
football team in their shutout of Bowdoin.
STANDINGS

DERRIK FLAHIVE '13 REMEMBERED ONE YEAR LATER

STATISTICS

By TIM BADMINGTON
SPORTS EDITOR

PHOTO COUBTESV OF COU3Y ATHLETICS

Derrik
Flahive'13 wasa crucialmemberof thelacrosseteam, inspiringteammates with his caring and compassionate attitude.

Derrik Flahive '13 was a beloved and cherished member of the
Colby community. Tragically, his
life was taken on Nov. 15 of last
year in a drowning accident in the
Patagonia region of Chile.
Flahive will be remembered
for his adventurousness and generosity, in addition to his contributions to the lacrosse team. The
team plays a huge part in keeping
Derrik's memory alive and can
be seen around campus wearing
t-shirts, bracelets and other memorabilia in his honor.
A midfielder hailing from Littleton, Colo., Flahive played in all
but one game in his first and second years in a Mule uniform. In his
first year, he scored 13 goals in just
15 games, in addition to notching
eight assists. The following year, he
scored 10 times in 16 games.
The team created the Flahive #5
fund to carry out charitable action
in his memory.

. .
Men's rugby falls
short against New
EnglandCollege in
championshipgame

Berol Dewdney '13
litis trie women's
cross country tearr
to top-15 finish

PME14

Footballshuts down Bowdoin Cross Country
at NewErrands

Mules shut out
Polar Bears in
resounding win
By THOMAS ATTAL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In what was guaranteed to be
its last game of the season, the
Colby football team took out
Bowdoin College to win consecutive games for the first time this
season. The 17-0 win also marked
the first shutout of Head Coach
Jonathan Michaeles' tenure with
the team.
The matchup was the 124th
meeting between the two teams
and was preceded by six consecutive Polar Bear victories. The end
of the streak wasn't just given to
the Mules, though. Despite a huge
domination throughout the game,
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Colby found itself up only 3-0
as the curtain closed on the third
quarter. Colby was able to pick
off two passes and
recover two fumbles en route to
keeping Bowdoin
to just 90 yards
of total offense.
The Mules also
held onto the ball
for an astounding
43 minutes while
limiting the Polar
Bears to less than
17 minutes of possession. The first
touchdown of the
day finally came
with under seven
minutes to go
when Spencer Gopaul '13 ran in the
ball from a yard out. Ryan Veillette ' 13 then followed up his earlier interception by forcing a fumble on a sack to give Colby the

ball back. Gopaul then ran in his
second score of the day in what
was his last outing in a Mules jersey, which made
the score 17-0.
Also playing his
last game, Derrick
Beasley *13 essentially ended the
game on the next
drive by intercepting a pass inside
his own redzone.
The decisive win
[ came as a result of
production across
the board. Henry
Nelson's '15 five
tackles as well .as
Veillette's huge day
led the defense's
superb showing.
Specifically, the
unit held Bowdoin, to a measly 25
yards on the ground. The offense
was led by 252 total rush yards,
127 of which came from Gopaul

The Mules
also held onto
the ball for an
astounding
43 minutes,
limiting Bowdoir
to less than
17 minutes of
possession.
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and 122 of which came from Justin Ciero '16. Ciero also added 55
pass yards to a fantastic freshman
season that saw him rise to the role
of starting quarterback.
With the win, Colby ended their
season with three wins in four
games for the second consecutive year. The team also cemented
second place in the Colby-BatesBowdoin (CBB) competition, behind Bates College. The Mules
rode this strong finish to a 3-5
record, good enough for seventh
place in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC). The Polar Bears,
however, end the year at 1-7, a
massive drop from their fourth
place finish last season.
Now, Coach Michaeles finds
himself with his second full offseason and first full recruitment
period in which he will continue
to rebuild this team, but a strong
finish certainly points to a team
going in the right direction.

PHOTO COURTESY OFJUUANNAHAUBNER

Lester Batiste '13 lines up in his 3+point stance at defensive end. The Mules 'defensivef ront limited the Polar Bears to a total of just 25 rushing yards.

Sports talk radio on WMHB

Two juniorsstart
up current, weekly
sports discussion

By ZACHARY ELLENTHAL
STAFF WRITER

When I met with sports fans
Lucas Killcoyne '14 and Ty
Steinhauser '14 to interview
them about their new radio
show, there was a football
game on TV and , naturally,
yelling and screaming ensued
as the action unfolded.
Dissecting sports has always been a passion of both
Killcoyne and Steinhauser for
as long as they can remember.
So when they got the chance to
host their very own sports ra-.
dio show this semester on the
College 's station, they j umped
at the opportunity. "I've been
a sports radio fanatic for a
long time and it 's always been
something I' ve been really interested in doing my own show
here at Colby," Steinhauser
said.
The pair actually tried to
start up their show last year,
but some miscommunication
with the head of the radio pro-

gram delayed their project.
This year, however, Killcoyne
and Steinhauser got their coveted time slot, Tuesdays from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m.
Through four shows, their
program has been a success.
Both naturally discuss, argue and debate sports with
various student-analysts including Thomas Attal
'14.
Steinhauser said , "We all talk
sports fanatically anyway, so
it has been an easy transition. We thought it would be
a lot of fun and a good way to
just hang out and have a good
time , and it has been."
Killcoyne and Steinhauser
focus on the current events in
sports and offer their analysis of all the week's pressing
issues, with an emphasis on
New York and New England
sports. "We know New York
the best , but we know most
Colby students would rather
hear New England sports , so
we mix that in as well ," Killcoyne explained.
Even with their emphasis
on providing thorough analysis, there is also time for some
more light-hearted
topics.
When the Giants defeated
See RADIO, Page 14

Men take 12th t
women 15th at
Division III meet
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The „Colby cross country
teams traveled to Westfield,
Mass. for the "New England
Division III championships,
held at Westfield State University in Westfield, Mass.
The women had to run without their second best runner,
sophomore Mule Pack member Eva Lauer, in their toughest race of the year, but the
Mules would not let that deter them from turning in one
of their best performances of
the year. Senior Captain Berol
Dewdney once again led the
Mules as they ran on Saturday,
placing I lth overall out of a
field of 367 finishers with a
time of 22:01.96. Colby 's second finisher was junior Kate
Connolly, who finished in
65th place overall. Connolly 's
time was 23:01.26. Rounding out the top four for Colby
were first years Alanna McDonough and Laurel Whitney,
finishing in 92nd and 96th respectively. They finished one
behind the other, 23:29.65
for McTJonough and 23:34.26
for Whitney. Morgan Lingar
'13 and Brittany Colford '13
rounded out the scores for the
Mules. The seniors finished
in 118th and 123rd place
with times of 24:02.71 and
24:11.23 , respectively.
With four runners in the top
100 and all their runners placing in the top third of all runners at the meet, it was a good
day for the Mules overall. The
top five scores count toward
the overall total , so Colby finished with a total of 382, good
enough for 12th place out of 51
teams. MIT placed first overall
with 58 total points, then came
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NES-

CAC) foes Williams , Middlebury, Bates, Amherst, and
Tufts. Familiar rival Bowdoin
finished just ahead of the Mules
in 11th place with 357 points.
Unfortunately the Mules failed
to qualify for the National
Championships being hosted
next weekend in Indiana.
That does not make it a
disappointing season for the
team, however. It was a strong
season for the team; They will
work hard and train over the
offseason and be ready to run
again when the time comes,
building off a core of solid
young runners such as Lauer,
McDonough and Whitney.
The men also raced well.
They were led by senior captain
Brian Desmond, who placed
55th overall in the race, finishing with a time of 26 minutes
and 5.44 seconds. Coming in
second for the Mules as he has
several times this season was
Charlie Coffman '15. Coffman
finished immediately behind
Desmond, crossing the finish
line in 56th place while recording a time of 26:06.84. Two
more sophomores, Jeff Hale
and Ben Lester, took third and
fourth for the Mules, while finishing in 71st and 84th places
overall, respectively. Hale finished at 26:26.98 and Lester
finished at 26:43.74. Chase
Brown '16,' Will McCarthy '15
and Chris Greenlee '14 also ran
for the Mules. They finished in
91st , 94th and 161st places, respectively. The men ended the
race with a total score was 357,
which wound up being good
enough for 12th place out of 50
teams. Middlebury, Bowdoin
and Bates took the top three
spots. Middlebury won with a
score of 105.
For the men , it was a good
race , they placed four runners in the top 100 and placed
in the top 15 as a team , both
positive results considering
the size of the field and the
prowess of the competition.
The Mules have a busy training schedule in preparation
for next season.

Colby
On Deck

THISWEEK'S FEATUREDGAMES
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY
VS. MIDDLEBURY
FRIDAY, NOV. 16

W. BASKETBALL
AT MAINE MARITIME
TOURNAMENT

SATURDAY/SUNDAY, NOV. 16/17

NOAH KOPP/THE COLBY ECHC

Lucas Killcoyne '14 and Ty Steinhauser '14 sit at the mircophones discussing the week s' upcoming football and basketball games and trends.

